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Introduction

St Augustine was born November 13, 354 A.D. at Thagaste,
an episcopal City of Numidia, North Africa. He was reared in

an are of formidable ueresics and in a place that they were

r,r~;--nt. In this age he stood out as a bulwark for the Church

against the inroads of heresies and as a defender of the
Church. He stood out, not merely as the Church’s great defender,

but an one iteeu discriminator between Christianity and all the
cojoni1,: similations of heresy. Willfully he would never go
wr u • h: vae the first groat Christian philosopher. That there were

true thinkers before his day who were Christians, and also could
be styled philosophers is not to be denied, and yet , it was Aug
ustins who first wrought out a real synthesis of Christian wis

dom as coaibiaib. with what vaa true and best in the richest elSCteatH Of Cfe*OOle jfelieoopfay* AugUtffcifteO chief tOMOK* was God

and ir« the omnipotence, eternity and imoutabulity of God the
ultimate solution to his greatest problem. He wrote fifteen books
on the Trinity. His great aim was to strenghton the Church’3
position and to do this he attacked her enemies and assailants
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Ik? j’cfiited and bottled the boro ties fcl at .... A IMpABfe at. the
fine. Ho vigorously assailed Arianign, Manicheanlera, the Don-

atist, and the Felegeans. Augustin©* - as not a syst ;nor a
net ,od. It is a spirit which steer frr- the intuitive Msdom
of ouch a great personality. Tho lew of God and of charity are

, uitiwate source of vho Aufuviiwiaw spar it. A.. be; •.“... s with

th« soul and ends with God. Hi.- chiai aim .; ■> 1 l
<Wf the
j
attacks of the ©neni.es of the tnurch and to strengthen the
Church*s position and thus his w. t ..o^ .aid approach ;ailz bo

o. xk?-uup.

■ .nt then

f 'i*W HAAI* ;.p.

?•

’

--??f.

is

nth vas to synthesise all Catholic .hiiosophy and 'Theology for
thA UAe A

it the clergy* In other words h.; was

.

writing a handbook for students and thus his uethod and approach

if? different, .Fiona.; gathered all she doctrines of the ancient
and aacrad doctors and added then into a whole. Ho arranged

than logically and increased then with additions. He handled
all nn.yta of philosophy with -.eutenoss c.n,. sdility.
All this t.’ork is perraeatad vdth references to Augustino for

in '-oing this h« quoted Augustins over a thousand ti’-es. Ho has
absorbed all the vi

'

'• a: ef Augusbixtw. Ho has a

to cov

er with all possibility courtesy the exaggerated spiritualism of
/.••.fiwtine. He did. not hesitate to .-.ala a contrary position on

.hick he did non i.nd eor.uvuant with truth. In this
thesis I will attempt to show how he uses Augustine in answering

objections anc questions. I have arranged this dissertation
according to the arranrcnciit of Saint Thonas in the prina pars
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which it is my intention to treat. To doing this I haw omitted

all articles that have no specific reference Jo Augustine.
this viork there are references to the theology of Augustine

which are of little hearin

on the whole.

In
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All the following quotations are from the prime pars
Question 1

Whether sacred doctrine is a science?
Augustine says, n To this science belongs th

orcby

saving faith is begotten, nourished, protected, and strengthened.”
Thomas says sacred doctrine is a science because it proceeds

from principles established by the science of God.
Therefore he proves sacred doctrine is a science.
{ a. 2, c, ad 2m. )

Whether this doctrine is the same as wisdom?

Augustine says wisdom is said to be the knowledge of divine
things.

Thomas says that sacred doctrine treats essentially of -God
as the highest cause not only so far as he can be known through
creatures but also as far as He is known to Himself alone and
revealed to others.

Therefore he proves that sacred doctrine is especially called

wisdom.
( a. 6, Resp. }
Question 2

The existence of God.

Whether God exists?
Augustine says, ” Since God is the highest good, He would

not allot; any evil to exist in His works, unless his omnipotence
and goodness were such as to bring good even out. of evil.'

Thomas says the existence of God can be proved in five ways.
He has used Augustine to refute the aurguments of his oppon

ents who claim that due to the fact of the existence of evil in
the world there is no God.
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( a. 3, ad 3a. }
Question 3

Whether God is altogether simple?
SB ■

ne says, • God is truly and absolutely simple. *

Thomas says the simplicity of God nay be shorn in many ways.
Ho uses Saint Augustine to prove that God is truly and ab

solutely simple and to refute the ©arguments that a composite is
better than a simple element.

{ a. 7, e. 5
bhether God enters into the exposition of other things?

Augustine says, ’’ The word of God, thick is God, is an un-

created fora.

Thomas says the xrord is ,-n exemplar fora; but not a form
that is part of a compound.
He uses Saint Augustine to prove that God is a form but not

in caaposition with anything and to rofuto the aurguuents that

God is a part of sone compound. Also to prove that God is not a
vo "h

(. a. •->,

-j .,'

. 2, ad 2ci.

■'

Question- 5

Gf goodness in general
Whether goodness differs really frees being?

Augustine says, n Inasmuch as vo are good w are good. «
Thomas says goodness and being are really the sene, and differ

only in idea.
Hence anything that is must be good for anythin® that is is
a being •

( a. 1, c., Hasp. )

*
Whether goodness has the aspect of a final cause?
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Augustine says, n ”e exist because God is go d. "

Thomas says we exist because God is good has reference to
the find cause. He who has a will is said to be .rood, so far

as he has a good will.
T us it is established that we are good due to the goodness

of God and all goodness is reducible to God.
{ a. 4,

odj •

3, ad 3» • ,

Whether the essence of goodness consists in mode, species
«►

f

and order ?
Augustine says, ” Measure fixes the mode of ever'thing,

nu..'or gives it species, and weight gives it rest and stability.

These three are cor.r.on good things in everything that God has
m Qe.

Thomas says these three only follow upon being., so far as
it is perfect; for in that way only is it desirable. A thing is

said

o be perfect if it lacks nothing according to the mode of

perfection and these three are parts of the perfection.

Hence the essence of goodness consists also in mode, species
: •
*
*‘
and order. 3vil is a privation of mode, species and rder.
( a. 5, obj. 1, c., ad In, resp. )

Question 6

The goodness of God

««
Whether God is the supreme good ?

r

Augustine says, " The Trinity of the divine persons is the.
surra e good, discerned by the purified mind. ”

Thomas says that everything is good ana that God is the
supreme good for good is attributed to God. Also good is in God
*■
r
fs.
as the cause of all things.
He shows that God is the supreme good and he refutes the
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the aurguments that God can not he called the supreme good in

relation to others.
( a. 2, c., resp. }

Whether all things are good by divine goodness ?

Augustine says, n This and that are good; take array this
and that, and see rood itself if thou const; and so thou shall

see God, good not by any other good, but the good of every good.”
Thomas says t- at everything is good by that very good which

is God. All things are called good according as they are dir

ected tv God.
He uses Augustine to show the basis and cause of all good

is God.
( a. 4, obj. 1, resp. )

Question 3
Is God in all things ?
Augustine says, ” Tliat in Him things are, rather than He is

in any place. ”
Thomas says God is in things as containing them and it is

said all things are in God. God is in all things indeed but not

as part of their essence but as an agent is present to that upon

which it rrorhs.
Hence he refu es the aurgur.ent that God is not in all things

and clearly establishes the fact of God’s iminensce
and caani<
presence.

( a. 1, obj. 2, ad 2a..
Whether to be evrywhere belongs to God alone ?
Augustine sags, * The soul Is whole in the body, and whole

•

in every one of its parts. The soul feels where it secs, and

is where it lives. n
Thomas soys if there were one animal only its soul would
be everyx.iiere primarily. When it is said that the soul sees

anywhere this can bo taken in two senses# But it follows the
soul is not everywhere# To be everywhere belo

ooperly to

God alone.
Hence it is clear that God and God alone is evrywhere#
( a. 4, obj. 5, obj. 6, ad 5m, ad 6: . )

Question 9
The immutability of God

Vhother God alone is immutable ?

Augustine says,,n The creator moves Himself neither by tine

nor by place.
Thomas says that God is altogether immutable and movement

belon s in no way to Him.

He shows that Augustine speaks the same as Plato calling
every operation a movement even the acts of understanding. He
clearly establishes the f, ct that God doesn’t move and doesn’t

acquire anything now.
{ a. 1, obj. 1, ad 1m. )
Whether to be immutable belongs to God alone ?

Augustine saos, « God alone is immutable; and whatever things

He made, being from nothing they are mutable. "

Thomas cays God alone is immutable, whereas, every creature

is in some way mutabi:.

( a. 2, c., resp. )
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Question 10

The eternity of God.
Whether God is eternal?

Augustine says, n God is the author of eternity. n
There s has a different opinion for he explains Augustine’s
definition v;hereby he differs and shews that Augustine means

participated eternity. He communicates His eternity to things.
God is eternal only ai d is His our eternity.

Hence it is clear and certain. that God and God alone is

an eternal being. Eternity is nothing but God Himself.
{ a. 2, obj. 1, ad In. )
Whether to be eternal belongs to God alone ?

Augustine says, * As regards the vision of the Word, no

clan

thoughts exists in the saints.

T! omas says those uho see God are said to have eternal life;
accord.'ng to the to t, n This is eternal life, that they nay
knov Thee the only true God, etc. ” ( John xvii. ?< ).
Thus it folio-*s that no other thi: g is eternal bnlu partici

pate in heaven in the eternity once they have attained their

final end but all have had a begin- ing except God.
( a. 3, resp. )

The difference of aeviternity and time
Augustine says that God

.oves the spiritual creature

throng" space. That to be moved through tine is also to be moved
by affections. tt

Thomas says aeviternity differs from tine and from eternity.
The difference is that eternity had no beginning nor end v.hile

aeviternity had a beginnin

accidental difference only.

but vm.ll have no end. This is an
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Things are measured by aeviternity and they have a share
of eternity, eternity is not compatible with eternity.

{ a. 4, obj. 1, ad In. )
Question 12

How God is known to us
Whether the essence of God is seen by the created intellect
through an image ?
Augustine says, n When we know God sone likeness of God is

made in us. That when the apostle says * We see through a glass

and in an enigma n by the term " las " and enigma certain simil
itudes

re signified by him, which are accomodated to the vision

of God. "

Thomas says that Augustine is speaking of knowledge of 'God
here on earth. He denies and says the opposite of the opinion

of Augustine that ire see through a similitude God.
{ a. 2, obj. 2, c., ad 2m, resp. )

Whether the essence of God can be seen by the corporeal eye ?
Augustine sa s, ” Ho one has ever seen God either in this
life, as He is, nor in the angelic life, as visible things are

seen by the corporeal eye. "
Thomas says it is impossible for God to be seen by the

sense of sight or by any other sense or faculty of the sensitive
power.

It is clear th&t God can not be seen by nan with his limited

faculties. The imagination can give us a representation though

imperfect of Him though it can not represent His essence to us.
( a. 3, c., resp. )

Whether any created intellect can comprehend the essence of

11
God?

Augustine says, " That is comprehended which is so seen as

a whole, that nothing of it is hidden from the seer. It is im
possible for any created creature to comprehend God; yet for

the mind to attain to God in some degree is sone great beatit

ude, n
Thomas says using the words of Augustine for the mind to
attain to God in some degree is a great beatitude. Thus it is

impossible for the intellect to comprehend God, He says that

God is called incomprehensible because

He is not seen as

perfectly as He might be seen.

This is impossible for God is incomprehensible and thus we
can not see/Him perfectly as He might be seen,

( a. 7, obj. 2, c., ad 7m. )
whether God can be known in this life by natural reason ?

Augustine says, n The weak eye of the human mind is not
fixed on that excellent light unless purified by the justice

of faith. "

Thomas says t at knowledge of God belongs to the good only,
knowledge of Him by natural reason can belong to both good and

bad.
It follows that ire can not knoxr of God’s essence but we

can know of God and of His existence.
( a. 12, obj. 3, ad 3m. )

Question 13

The names of God.

Whether any name can be applied to God substantially ?
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Augustine says, R The being of God is the being strong, or

the being vrf.se or -whatever else vemnay say of that simplicity

■whereby His substance is signified. n

Thomas says negative names applied to God signifying His
relation to creatures manifestly do not at all signify His sub

stance but rather the relation of creatures to Himself. These
names signify the divine substance are predicated substantially
of G d, although they fall short of full representation of Him.
The negative names applied to God do not signify His sub

stance but rather the relation of creatures to Hi. .self.
( a. 2, c., resp. )

Question 14
Of God’s knowledge

Whether God understands Himself ?
Augustine says, n b’e are like to God in our intellect be
cause we are images of God in our mind. n
Thomas says that Cod is pure

ct in the order of existence,

as also in the ord r of intelligible objects; therefore He un
der stands Himself through Hinself.

Hence it is manifestly clear that God comprehends Himself.
( a. 2, obj. 3, ad 3m. )

ill ether God comprehends Himself ?

Augustine sags, n That whatver comprehends itself is fin
ite ar . erands itself. The -..'hole is comprehended when seen, if

*
it is seen in such a tray that nothing of it is hidden from the
seer, everything that understands itself comprehends itself. *

Thomas differs from Augustine in saying that God is not to
be co, .prehended by Himself in this sense for the reason that no-
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thing in Himself is hidden from Himself. Whence it is manifest

that He know Himself as much as He is knowable; and for that

reason He perfectly comprehends himself.
From the statements of the two it is manifestly clear that
God explicitly comprehends Himself.
( a. 3, obj. 1, c., ad ha. )

Whether the act of God’s intelligence is His Substance ?

Augustine says,

In God to be is the same as to he xd.se. "

Thomas saps the act of God’s intellect is His substance.

It follows that as the act of God’s intellect is His sub
stance, the act of understanding must be His essence and His ex

istence .
( a. 4, c., resp. )

Whether God knows things other than Himself ?
Augustine says that

n God does not behold anything out of

Himself.
Thomas differs with Augustine on this point and says but
that 'hat is outsi e God He does not see except In Himself. But

Cod necessarily knows things other than Himself.

It is clear from the statements that God does know things

out ide

imself.

{ a. 5, obj. 1, ad 1m. }
Wether the knowledge of God is discursive ?
Augustine says that God does not see all things in their pe

culiarty or seperately, as if He sax: alternately here and there

but he sees all things together at once. ”
'"honas says In divine knowledge there is no discursion. God

sees all things in one, xiiich is Himself. Therefore He sees all
thin s together and not discursively.
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He sees effects in Himself as in their cause and sees the

effects of created causes in the cause themselves and thus sees

all things at once.
( a. 7, c., resp. )

Whether the knowledge of God is the cause of things ?
Au'-ustine says, n Hot because they are, does God know

all creatures spiritual and temporal, but because He knows
them, therefore they are.
Thomas says that the knowledge of God is the cause of things.
This is called the knovledoe of approbation.

His knowledge is the cause of things as long as His vill is

joined to it. But it is clear that the knowledge of God is the
cause of things.

( a. B, c., resp. )

;Jhethor God knows evil things ?
Augustine says, n hvil is a privation of good. The divine

essence neither is the likeness of evil, nor is evil contrary

to it; for nothing is contrary to the divine essence. ”

Thomas says God knows evil not by privation

existing in

Himself, but by the opposite good.
Hence God knows evil since it is opposed to the effects

of God a d by their opposite.
( a. 10, obj. 1, ad In. }

hhether God can know infinite things’

Augustine says, ” Whatever is comprehended by knowledge, is

bounded by the comprehension of the knover; although we can know
we can rot number the infinite, nevertheless, it can be conpre-

hended by Him whose knowledge has nc bounds.
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Thomas says to know the infinite according to the node
of the infinite is to know part after part. God knows all

things simultaneously and thus ue knows the infinite but not

part after part and His knowledge carb ends to infinite things
eve® as distinct from each other.

God knows the infinite due to knowing things actual and
possible to Himself.
( a. 12, ob,1. 1, c., ad lm, resp. )

Question 15
Gf ideas

Whether ideas are many ?

Augustine says, ” Each thing was created by God according
to the idea '.roper to it, from which it follows that in the

divine mind ideas are many.”
Thomas says it must necessarily be held that ideas are

many. It is clear that God understands many

articular types

of many things, and these are many ideas.

Hence there are many ideas.
{ a. 2, Resp. }

Whether there are ideas ?
Augustine saws, " Such is the po er ir' erent in ideas, that
no one car be rise unless they are understood.”

Thomas says Ideas are understood as the forms of things
existing apart from the things themselves thus

\:q

must suspose

ideas.
It is necessary to suspose ideas in the divine mind and

they must exist in the world.
( a. 1, c., resp. )
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Whether there are ideas of all tilings that God knows ?
Augustine says, 51 There are no ideas of these according

to Plato’s teaching. n
Thomas says that ideas are types existing in the divine
mire as is clear from Augustine. But that God has the proper

tapes of all things that He knows; and therefore He has ideas
of all things knar, by Hiip.

He shows that God knows all things according to their

proper type and thus there are ideas of all things that God
knows but they exist in the divine mind.
( a. 3, ohj. 4, ad 4m. )

Question 16
Of truth

'better truth resides in the thing or only in the intellect ?

Augustine conde ns definitions of truth and defines truth
as that is ..rue which is, truth is that whereby is made manifest

that which is. Truth is a supreme likeness without any unlikeness
J*
to principle.
Thomas says truth denotes that towards which the intellect

tends. Although the truth of our intellect is caused by the thing

it is not necessary t'.at the truth should be there primarily’
any more than health should be in medicine.

Hence according to Aristotle

the thought or word is true

from the fact that a thin/; is, not because a thing is true, thus
he uses Augustine to refute the aurgwjMaats that truth rests

primarily in the intellect.
( a. 1, ob3*. 1, resp. )

YI

Uhether good Is primarily prior to truth ?

Augustine says, 57 That virtue is a good quality of the nind. "

Thomas differs from Augustine for he calls that virtue which

is callee truth is not truth in general, but a certain kind of
truth according to which man shows himself in deed aiid word as he
really is. He sh vs the true must be prior in idea to good.

Although the good and true are convertible •. 1th being they
dif-'er logically. He can not argue fro::: truths in particular to

truth, in oereral. The true must be prior i: id "a to ti e good.

( a. A, obj. 3, ad 3m. )
hhether God is truth?

Augustine says, - Truth is a likeness to the principle.n

Thomas says truth is in God also that He is truth itself and
the sovereign and first truth. The truth of our intellect is accord

inn t

their conformity with the divia.e intellect. Tris can not

be said of divine truth.
It follows that God is the truth and all things are true

accordin'” as they agree with His intellect.
( a. 5, obj. 2, ad 2m. )

'Ahether there is only one truth ?
Augustine says, n Bottling is greater than the nind of nan

except God. 17

Thomas says nothing subsisting is greater than the rational
soul except God. Although the essences or forms of things are many,

yet the truth of the divine Intellect is one, in conformity to
which all things are said to be tr^e.

God is the one truth according to which all things are true.
If they do not conform with His standards they are false.

IS
( a. 6, obj. 1, reap. )

Whether created truth is eternal ?
Augustine says, " Nothing is more eternal than the nature

of a circle, and that two and three make five.

Thomas shows that Augustine is wrong in this for they are
created truths and these are aeviternal. The eternity they have

is in the mind of God. The only thing that is eternal is God.
If no intellect were eternal no truth trould be eternal, Now be

cause the divine truth only is eternal, i: it alone truth has

eternity.
It is clear tb-t created things can not be eternal for the
only thing that can be eternal is God. Before the created things

was God and thus they can not be eternal.
( a. 7, obj. 1, resp. )

Whether truth is immutable ?
Augustine says, n Truth aid uird do not rank as eg als,

otherwise truth would he nutable as the mind is. n

Thonas says that Augustine is speaking od divine truth. The

truth of the divine int llect is that according to which natural

things are said to be true and this is altogether immutable.
The thing whic is true can not change though things which
due to false opinions are said to bo true are can change.
( a. C, obj. 1, ad In, resp. )

Question 17

Concerning falsity
Whether falsity exists in things ?

Augustine says, " If the true is that which is, it trill be

concluded that the false eu

notrheu ;

:

or reason nay
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appear to the contrary. Things do not deceive» for, they show

nothing but their own species* Every body is a true tody and a
fa.l -e unity; for it imitates unity without bein • an unity* Ve

call those things false that appear to our apprehension like

the true*
Thomas says a thing compared with the intellect is said to

to be true in respect to vhat it is; and false in respect to
vhat it is not. Things do not deceive by their :/wn nature, but

bo accii n-t. "Ince true and false are opposed we must needs
seek flasity xdiere primarily we find truth that is to say in

the intoll. ct.
Falsity depends upon the intellect which is erroneous. Thus

falsity does not exist in the thing for ontological error is
impossible for a thing- has to be vhat it is.
( a. 1, obj. 1, obj. 2, c., ad ho, ad :

, rest* )

Whether there is falsity in the senses?
Augustine says,

If all the bodily sen. es report as they

are effected I do not know vhat more we can require of then. It
aptears that the senses entrap us into error by their deceptive

similitudes•
Thomas says the affection of the senses is its sensation

its - If thus we are not deceived in the judgement by thich vze

judas that we experience sensation. Falsitv is not to be sought
in the senses except as truth in then. Falsity cniaac in the

senses due to apprehending things to be other than they are.

He uses Augustine to refute the aur,-patents falsity is
said to be proper to the senses* The senses con not be de-
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ceived as to their proper object
The falsity ezists due to apprehending fchir. o ?.z they are

not.
( a. 2, obj. 1, c., ad In, resp. )

Whether falsity is in the intellect ?

Augustine says, * Everyone who is deceived, understands not
that in ■hick he is deceived.

Thomas shows in what point Augustine is off for one can be
deceived in the operation of his intellect. The intellect can

not be false in its knowledge of simple essences; but it either

true, or it understands nothing at all. Falsity of the intellect
occurs accidentally in that operation of the intellect whereby
it knoirs the essence of a thing, in so far as the composition
of the intellect is mined up in it for the essence of a thing

is the proper object of the intellect.
He uses Augustine to show falsity is not in the senses and

that no one is ever deceived in any operation of the intellect.

( a. 3, obj. 1, ad la )
biiether true and false are contraries ?

Augustine says, n Truth is that xdiich is. Falsity is in

truth, because a tragedian

ould not be a false Hector, if he

WMEfll not a true tragedian. nothing is contrary to the divine -

substance.
Thomas says truth and falsity as opposed as contraries, and

not, as affirmation and negation. He de&ios-Augustine’s statement

falsity is in truth. Falsity is contrary to truth and that in
God there is no contrariety.
It io clear that truth and falsity are contrary.
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( a. 4, obj. 1, rasp. }

Question IS
The life of God

Wether all things are life in God ?
Augustine says, <T A living substance is better than a sub

stance that does not live* ”

Thomas says an.-thing actual is sore perfect t an a potent

ial being for potentiality denotes a certain lack of perfection.

Actuality is needed to ma' e the th'ng perfect.
It belongs to human nature to be material which existing

in the mind of God it does not. All things in Him are divine life.
{ a. 4, obj. 3, ad 3m. }

Question 19

The will of God
Whether any cause can be assigned to the divine will ?

Augustine says, ” Who would venture to say that God made all
things irrationally. Every efficient cause Is greater than the

thing effected. «

Thomas says that the Mil of God

Is reasonable In so far

as He uills one thing to be the cause of another. In no way.has

the Mil of God a cause. Since the will follows from tie in
tellect. He will this to be as a cause to that but He does not

will this on account of that.
He uses Augustine to refute the aurguments that God made

all things irrationally. God has made all things rationally. God

by one act understands all things and He wills all things by one
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act his goodness,

{

. 5, obj. 1, c., ad 1'., rosy. }

Wether the will of God is always fulfilled ?

Mmstine says, » God tills all men to be saved that are
saved, not because there is no man thorn He does not wish to
be saved, but because there is no man whoso salvation He does
nA '.112. »
Thetas sv. s t' ~ till of God oist needs always Ho fulfilled.,

Ko shews ever'thing in so far as it is willed by God is good*

Thus it is clear that whatever God simply till takes place;

'.122: , ph vvt Ho will..-. snteecdw .1 - ooy o'-

?2.

It naturally follows that whatever God tills is good and
takes place. The ticked fall bach into that order whence they

have atrap :d due to too fact they till be punished by justice,
( a. 6, ad In, )

Whatever the will of God wills imposes necessity on the thing

willed ?
Augustine says, n Ho man is saved, except those wham God

has tilled to bo saved, He must therefore be ashed to will it;

for if He tills it, it

ust nocossnriljb be. «

Thomas disputes these words of Augustine and says we must
understand a necessity in things willed by God that is not ab

solute, but conditional. The divine till imposes an necessity
on sees© things tilled but not on all*

'The necessity in the things tilled by God is conditional
for ilebas willed things necessarily and coatingentiy.
( a. G, ofcj. 1, ad la. )

Uh ther God wills evil
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Augustine says, n Although evil in so far as it is evil is

not a food, yet it is food 'that not only good things should exist
but. also evil things. Evil properly ordered and disposed, coma-

ends the good the sore evidently in that good is sore pleasing
and praiser

th',’ when corf .ranted with. evil. Ko rise man is the

can e of another man becoming worse. Thus God rho is infinitly

good can not cause evil. n
Thomas says some have said that although God does not rill

evil, yet He rills t’"r-.t evil should be or be done. This, how

ever, is wrong, Since evil is opposed to the good, it is imposs

ible that any evil, as such should be sought for by the appetite
but it ...ay be sourbt accidentally. God in no way tills the evil.
God does not will evil things he merely allows them to be,
He neither rill evil to be done,

nor wills it to be an object

of die appetites. Ho .merely permits evil to be /.ore.

( a. 9, obj. 1, obj. b, e., ad 1m, resp. )

Whether five expressions of will are rightly assigned to

the divine rill ?
♦■

'

Augustine says nothing is done, unless the Alniiity wills
<
it to be done, either by permitting it, or by actually doing
it. "
Thomas says the same five are sometimes denominated with
reward to the divine rill, as the erpr ssion of that till.

The five expressions of tbe rill are rightly assigned to

the divir.e ri 1,
( a. 12, resp. )

Question 20
God’s love

I
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Whether God loves all things equally?
Au u tine says, R God loves all thinhs He has made, and

amongst them rational creatures more, and of these especially
those ’..ho are members of His only begotten son; and much more

than all, Hi? orly-begotten Son Himself.
Thomas says since to love a thing is to mill it good, in a

twofold way anything nay be loved more or less.

Since God’s

love is the cause of goodness in things no one thing would be

greater than another, if God did not will greater

ood for one

than for smother.

In one way on the part of the act of the vri.ll itself God

does not love some things store than others because He loves all
thiins by an ac‘ of the will. In another way on the part of the

ood itself that a person wills for the beloved. In this way we
are said to love that one more than another for whom He wills
a greater good. Hence the will of God varies.
( a. 3, c., resp. )

Whether God always loves more the feet er things ?
Augustine says commenting on the words, n Simon, soil of

John, lovst tho

he ? ” By this very nark is distinguished from

the other disciples, not t at He loved him only, but that He

loved him more than the rest, n
.

Thomas says Augustine Interpets it mystically. God loves more
I
the letter things due to His willing for th.se things the greater
good. lie says absolutely r-peakirg Peter was

e more ..cloved.

The will of God is the eau3eof goodness in things and the

ordered arrangement of things show’s that God loves sone things
better than others re d He loved the better the more.

Question 22
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Uh ether everything is subject to the providence of God ?
Augustine say®, ” Almighty God would in no vise permit evil

to exist in His worls, w less Ho were so almighty a. d so good
as to roduce good from evil.

Thomas says certain pernors totally denied the existence
of rovidorce. Others state t at or.lg cornu-bible tilings are sub
ject to His providence. All things must of necessity come under

His orderings; as all things wrought by art are subject to the

orderings of that art.

He’ uses Augustine to show all things exist only due to the
■ oodness of the almighty.

( a • 2, so. 2m• j
Whether God ha's immediate providence over everything ?

Augustine says? It is better to be ignorant of some things

t‘ an to know then, for example, vile things. n

Thomas says it is better for us not to know loir and vile

things because by them we are irape led in our knowledge of what
is h

1 or and better; and because the thought of evil sometime®

perverts c a will towards evil.
Thus this does not hold for God Who sees-everything simul
taneously at one glance and vho-e ’dll can not turn in the direct

ion of evil. Thus it is advisable for us to avoid all things
evil for we may be turned towards this.

uestion 24
Of predestination

Whether the foreknowledge of merits is the cause of pre

destination.
Augustine says, R Predestination is the purpose to have
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mercy. Why He drat; and mother lie draws not, seek to judge, if

thou dost not wish to err.
Thomas says since predestination includes the nd.ll the
reason of predestination must be sought for intthe same tray as

the reason of the will of God. It is manifest that what is the
effect of predestination is contained in the notion of predest

ination. Predestination has its foundation in the goodness of

God as regards its effects in general.
Merit is not the cause of divine predestination as regards

the act of the predestinator. Predestination has its foundation
in the goodness of God and that there is no injustice on the
part of God in making one thing better than another.
( a. p, obj. 2, ad 2m, ad 3m. )

Whether predestination is certain?
Augustine says, ?? Aaother x;ill not receive, unless this one

were to lose. n
Thomas says the crown nay be said to belong to a person
in two ways; first by God’s predestination, and thus no one loses

hid crown; secondly by the merit of grace;

fo;

t we merit,

in a certain way is ours; and thus anyone may losehis crown by
moi tai sin. Thus he who is sul stituted for another in the state
of grace. He also receives the crown of the fallen. Predestination

most certainly takes place, it is a part of providence.
J

He uses- Augustine to shot; that the predestined will be saved

c.d for every fallen per on there is one to take his place. Pre
destination is a thing that is certain and infallible.

{ a. 6, obj. 1, ad lm. )

Whether the number of predestined is certain?
Augustine says, « The number of predestined is certain. This
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This is certain to God that is to say the number of the pre

destined is certain foraally and materially by reason of His
deliberate ch

ce a. d determination. To God alo o is known the

number for whom is reserved eternal happiness.
Thus it is certain that God knars the number that are pre-

Aetk

'. Beth formally and

aterially the•number of the predest-

ined is certain.
,
,
{ a. 7, c., resp. }

/

Thomas differs from Augustine in his description for he
a s the book of life may be that by hich we are called to life

or in another way it may be the inscription of those things

which lead us to life. The book of life is taken in a metamorph-

ical sense in God. Hence the knowledge of God by which He firmly
remembers that He has predestined some to eternal life is called

the boor: of life.
Thus the book of life may be taken in two senses. If it is

taken in God it must be -aken in a metamdrphical sa.ee.

( a. 1, obj. 2, ad 1m. )

Whether an one nay be blotted out of the book of life ?
Au-

stine .ays,

God’s foreknowledge, which can not be

ceived, is the book of life.

de

2g

Thomas says the act of blotting out does not refer to the

book of life as regards God’s foreknowledge, as if in God there

were any change; but as regards thin s foreknown, which can
chan e.

It is according to hot' you take the attempt at explanation.

Thus if you comitt mortal sin in a way you are blotted out*

( a. 3, obj. 1, ad Ins. )
Question 25

The power of God
Whether the power of God is infinite?

Augustine says, ” God does not cause instantaneous covenant,
but coves tlie spiritual creatures in tine, and the corporeal

creatures in place and time. ”
Thomas says the greater the power of the coving body, the
move quickly does it wove; the necessary conclusion is that if

Its power were infinite it would move beyond conparasion faster,
and this is to wove without tine which is a contradiction to the

statement of Augustine. The divine essence through which God acts
1 *>£
is infinite thus it follows that His power likewise is infinite.
f

{ a. 2, obj. 3, ad 3n. )
Whether God can make the past not to have been ?

Augustine says, ” Whosoever says, if'God is almighty, let
Him cake what is done as if it were not done, doesn’t seen that
this is to say: if God is almighty let Min effect that what is
true, by the very fact that It is tr e, be false. n

Thomas says that the past should nothave been implies a

contradiction. Only the possible falls under the power of God
and tint the past shpuld not have been implies an impossibility.
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He uses Augustine to show why this involves a contradiction

and God can do all things but He does not do the impossible such
as making a square circle.
( a. 4, resp. )
Whether what He makes Ho could make better?

Augustine says, " Each thing that God made is good, and,
taken

sists
would

Thomas says the universe, the present creation being suscan not be l etter, on account of t e most beautiful ordei

posed

given to things by God; in which the good of the universe con
sists yet by adding something to the present croation, He could
make another and better universe. It is of a nature of a son
that he should be equal to his father, when he comes to maturity
Nothing created should be better than it was made by God. Hence

the comparasion fails.

Hence due to the fact that God’s power
is infinite and all
V
z*

things are possible to Him thus He eorld make a better universe.
Yet it is not the nature of anything created that it could be

better.

( a. 6, obj. 2, obj. 3, ad 2m, ad 3m. }

Question 26

Of the divine beatitude

Whether God is the beatitude of each of the blessed ?

Augustine says, ” Blessed is he who knoveth Thee, though

he ought know else. ”
Thomas says beatitude is a created thing in beatified creat
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urea; that he understands God.
He uses Augustine showing God is the beatitude of each of

the blessed for He is the only beatitude.

( a. 3, rcsp. )
Question 2$

The divine relations

Whether relation in God is the same as His essence ?
Augustine says, n Not all that is said of His substance,

is said of God for we say some things relatively, as Father in

respect to the Son; but such things do not refer to the substance

Svery relative expression is something besides the relation ex
pressed, as master is a nan, and slave is a man. «

Thomas says that the words of Augustine do not imply that
paternity or any other relationthat is in God is-not in its very
being the same as the divine essence; but that it is not pred

icat 3d under the mode of substance, but as a relation. It does

not follow that there exists in God anything besides relation
in reality; but only in the various names imposed by «£• God’s
relation and essence do not differ from each other, but are one
and the same.
( a. 2, obj. 2, obj. 1, ad lm, ad 2m. }

Question 29
The divine persons

Whether this word person signifies relation ?
Augustine says, n 'hen we speak of the person of the Father,

we mean nothing

but the substance of the Father, for person Is
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said in regard to Himself, and not in regard to the Son. When we
say that there are three tho bear witness in heaven, the Father,

the Word, and the Holy Ghost, and it is asked, Three that ? the

ans 'or is, Three persons. "
Thoms says the word person is said in respect, to itself,

not to another? for asauch as it signifies relation not as such,
but by vay

. substance - ..hich is hypostasis* In that sens

Augustin© says that it signifies the os sone o. The tern vhat refers
sometimes to the nature expressed by the definition, and sometimes

to the ."uppositua. The word person moans relation not only by
use and custom but also by force of its <r.a proper signification*

Thus it is clear that the word person implies a relation*
( a. 4, obj. 1, obj. 2, ad In, ad 2m. )

Cuestion 30
The plurality of persons in God
Whether there are more than three persons In God ?

Augustine says, ” To those who ask, three what we answer

three persons* ”
Thomas says when ire speak of the number of things as applied

to to person in God, the notion of measure has no place, be
cause the magnitude of tho three persons is the same and the
swse if u ;

.

a yt " 0 only throe ncrsonc i: God.

With the aid of Augustine it is established
that thero are
♦
only three persons in God because a real distinction can come

only from relative op. osition.
( a. 2, c., reap. )
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Wether this term person can be common to the three persons ?
Augustine says, ” When -we ask, Three Wat ? we say, Three

persons because Wat a person is is common to them. ”

Thomas says the very mode of expression itself shows that
this tern person is common to the three Wen we say three persons.

This term person is common in idea to the three divine persons.

Thus it has wbeen clearly established that the term is common
to t em all.

( a. 4, c., resp. )
Question 31

Of Wat belongs to the unity or plurality in God
Wether the Son is other than the Father ?

Augustine says, " Wen we speak of the three persons, we do
not mean to imply diversity. There is one essence of the Father

and the Son and the Holy Ghost, in which the Father is not one

thiny the Son another, and the Holy Ghost another although the

Father is one person, the Son another, and the Holy Ghost another.”
Thomas says

we cannot say that the Son is diverse from the

Father, although He is another. We can say that the Son is other

than the Father because He is another suppositum of the divine

nature, as He is another person and hypostasis.
Diversity requires a distinct substance in the sense of
essence and thus we cannot say that the Son is diverse from the

Father. They all have the same essence although the Father is one,
the Ton

nother,

nd the Holy Ghost another. They have the dis

tinction of suppositum.

( a. 2, obj. 1, c., ad 1m, resp. )

Wether the exclusive word alone should be added to the
essential term in God?
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Augustine says, n Ko suet consider the opinion that the

Father is not a true God alone. **

Thonas ©ays nothing prevents the team alone being joined to
any essential tore in God, as excluding the predicate fro® all
things but God; as if ve said, God alone is eternal, because no-

is eternal.

tiling but

This tor® nay be used -when applied to God and say be used
in ' o senses.

( a. 3, otj. 2, rasp. )

Wether an exclusive diction can be joined to the per:anal
tors ?

Augustine says, ' be say the Father' alone, not ■ accuse Ke is
separate fro® the Son, Or from the Holy Ghost, but because they

are : -t t 'o Fatter te "other vith hi®.

Thecas soya this diction alone, properly spe ' |

, refers

to the subject, it tends to exclude another Person rather than
ether things. Hence such a w

speaking is not to be taken

too literally, but it should be piously orepomded, tdienever w
find it in an authentic vark. He says t at August in©* sSray is not

the usual uny of talhing.

?h s is true acc r&ing a~ hot* you. tea.® it. It is true if
ta.aen ir; tko

{

neuter-sc;. ,.

.4, rosy. )
*

Question 32
The knowledge of the divine persons

Whether the Trinity of the divine persons--.can be know by
natural reason ?

Augustine says, R I have read in their auras, not in so .“.any
words, but inferred by aany and various reasons, that in. the bo-
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ginning

was the Word, and the Word was with God, and that Word

was in God, He proce ds to prove the Trinity of persons by the
procession of the word and of love in our own mind.
Thomas says in the Platonic books are in the beginning was

the word meaning the ideal type whereby God made all things and

which is appropiated to the Son, It is impossible to attain to

the ' nox;ledge of the Trinity by natural reason though by natural
reason we can know what belongs to the unity of the essence, but
not ’hat belongs to the distinction of the persons.

It is c ear that the only way we can arrive at a knowled e

of the Trinity is by faith which gives us positive knowledge,

( a. 1, obj. 1, obj. 2, ad lm, resp. )
Vhether it is lawful to have various contrary opinions of

notions ?

Augustine says, n Ko error is more dan orous than any as
re ards the Trinity. n
Thomas says that a false opinion is a heresy and involves

heresy especially if held obstinately.
T us it is clear that we can not have various opinions con

cerning faith and the dogmas of faith but if they are not notions
of faith we may have diverse opinions.

( a. 4, obj. 1, resp. )
Question 33

Gf t; e person of the Father

Whether it belongs to the Fat er to be the principle ?
Augustine says, n The father is the principle of the whole

Deity. n
Thomas says tha

1
the word principle signifies only that whence

another proceeds,as the Father then is the one whence another
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proceeds, it follows that the Father is a principle.
He fives Augustine’s statement and then goes on to clarify

it ai d to solve the question.
( a. 1, obj. 1, resp. )

Whether it is proper to the Father to be unbegotten ?

Augustine says, " Unbegotten imports the negation of pass
ive generation. For he says that unbegotten has the same mean

ing as ” not a son. n
Thomas says that it does not belong or follow that unbegot

ten

is not the pro er notion of the Father; for the primary and

simple things are notified by negations; as for instance, a

point is defined as what has no parts. But as the principle, not
from a principle He is known by fact that He is not from another

and this belongs to the roperty of Innascibility, signified by

'he word uni e otten.
The name unbegotten applies to the Father.

{ a. 4, ad 1m, resp. )
Question 34

Of the person of the Son.
Whether word in God is a personal name ?

Augustine says, * The- word is lmowTledge with love. There
fore do vre speak of the Word of God, and not of thought of God,

lest ve believe that in God there is something unstable, now
<
assuring the form of ord, now as putting of that form and re
mainin'- latent and as it ware formless. As the Son is neither

related to the Father, so also is the Ward to Him Whose lord He

is. Whoever can understand the Word, not only before it is sound
ed, bu

also before thought has clothed it . ith i: aginary sounds

can already see some likeness of that Word Wh m it is said .

In the beginning was t’*e yofd. ■'
Thomas says the name of Word In God, if taken In the proper

sense Is a personal name, and In no way an essential name# The

term Word, according as wo use the tern strictly of God, Is to

be taken as said not essentially, but personally.

Thus it is clear that the name Word must be taken personally*
( a. 1, obj. 2, c., ad 2m, ad 3m, resp. )

Whether Word is the Son’s proper name ?
Augustine taps, "

By Word we understand the Son alone. n

He refutes the heresy of Valetian which said the Son proceeded
fi.ee the Father by way of utterance* i ord and Son express the
same*

Thomas says Word said of God in its proper sense, is used

personally and is the proper name of the person of the Son. The

Son’s nativity is signified by different terms to express His
perfection in various ways.
He uses Augustine to prove nothing belonging to the intellect
can be applied to God personally, except word alone. The term Is
J*
taken personally and is applied to the Son. The Son alone Is
/
properly called the Word in God.
( a. 2, obj. 2, c., resp., ad 3m. )

Whether the name Word imports relation to creatures?
;.u-ustine says, * The name ward. signifies not only relation

to the Father, but also relation to those beings which are made
through the Word, by His operative power.-The word of God con

tains no less than does the knowledge of God. ”
Thomas says the name herd implies relation to creatures.
( a. 3, c., ad 5m, resp. ;
* *
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Question 35

Of the image
’•hother image in God is said personally ?
Augustine says, '7 The Godhead of the Holy Trinity and the
I;•■.ape thereunto man is made are one. Ore egg is not the image of

another, oecauseit is not derived from it.

Thorns says image includes the idea of similitude and hence

the name image is a personal name.

Thus the term imago is used personally
( a. 1, obj. 1, resp. }

Whether the name of image is proper to the Son ?

Augustine says, ” The Son alone is the image of the Father. "
Thomas says there is nothing to prevent there being one

i. uge of the Father and the Son, inasmuch as they are one; since
even man is one image of the -whole Trinity.

Thus it is clear from the foregoing that the Son is the
image of the Father.

( a. 2, c., resp. )

Question 36

■*
Of the person of the Holy Ghost

Whether this name Holy Ghost is the proper name of one

divine person ?
Augustine says, " When ve ask three rhat? we say three per

sons. Because the Holy Ghost is camion to both, He Himself is
called t?at pcoperly which-are both called in common. For the

Father is also a spirit; and the Son is a spirit; and the Father

is Holy and the Son is holy.
Thomas says because the divine persons proceed by way of

the love whereby God is loved, that person is most n red the
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Holy Ghost.

The name Holy Ghost does not imply an relation, still It

takes the place of a relative terra, inasmuch as it is accomodated
to sinify a Person distinct from the others by relation only.

Thus the name is the proper name of one of the divine- persons.
( a. 1, c., resp. }
Whether the Father and Son are one principle of the Holy

Ghost ?
Augustine says,

ciples, but one

' The Fata or and the Son arc not tiro prin

rinciple of tho Holy Ghost. n

Thomas says that the Father and the Son are in evrything
one. Since there is no relative oppositive 1

IB them as the

principle of the Holy Ghost it follows that the Father and the
Son are oneprinciple of the Holy Ghost.

Thus from the reasoning of Thomas and Augustine it follows

t at the statement is true.

( a. 4, c., resp. )
Question 37
Of the name of the Holy Ghost - Love
Whether Love is the proper name of the Holy Ghost ?

Auyustine says, "• As die Father, Son, and Holy Ghost are

called

isdora, and are not three V Ascians, but one; I know not

why the Father, Son and Holy Ghost should not ho called Charity,
a* d all together one Char it} •

Thomas says the name Love can be taken essentially and per
sonal . . If taken personally it io the proper name of tho Holy

Ghost; .as Word is the proper nave of the Son. Ho shows that

Auyustine is speaking of charity as it means the divine essence.
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( a. 1, obj. 1, resp. }
nether Love is the proper name of the Holy Ghost ?
Augustine says”The Holy Ghost is He thereby the Begotten is

loved by the one begetting and loves His Begetter. The father
is not vise by the xrisdam begotten. ,;:

Thomas says the name of love in God can be talon essentially

and personally. If it is taken personally it is the proper name
of the Holy Ghost; as hard is the proper name of the Son.

It follows fro;: the use of Augustins in clarifying the idea
and his explanation that Love Is the proper name of the Holy

Ghost•
( a. 2, obj. 1, c., resp. )

Question 3$

'

.

Cf the name of the'Holy Ghost, as Gift.

Vh ether Gift is a personal name ?

Augustine says, •’ As the body of flesh is nothing; but flesh;
so the gift of the Holy Ghost is nothing but the Holy Ghost. The

Holy Ghost is co riven

as God’s gift, that Ho also .gives Hiro-

self as God.
Thomas says the word gift imports an aptitude for being given.
Thenaoe oift imports a personal distinction, in so far as gift

imports, something belonging to ar. •' -sr tbromgh its origin, never

theless, the Holy Ghost gives Himself, inasmuch as He Is His enm,
and ean use or rather enjoy Himself.'The more Gift imports an

aptitude for Hein;; 'Ivon. Aid what is given

has the aptitude

to be ■ ivei • Thus a divine person can bo given and can be a gift.

He uses Augustine to show t at the Holy Ghost gives Himself
and in this case gift is the same as giver. Thus gift as a name
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can be given to the Holy Ghost,
( a. 1, obj. 1, c., resp. }

Whether Gift is a proper name of the Holy Ghost ?

Augustine says, ” As to be born is for the Son, to be from
t e father, so, for the Holy Ghost, to be the gift of God is to
proceed from the father a: ■' Son, ’

Thomas says Gift must be taken personally to he the proper
name of the Holy Ghost.

It is clear that the name Gift is a proper name of the Holy

Ghost due to the donation being given gratuitously is

he love.

( a. 2, c., resp. }

Puestion 39
Of the persons in relation to the essence.

h’hether in God the essence is the same as the person ?

Augustine says, ” When wesay the person of the Father we
mean nothing else butthe substance of the Father. "
Thomas says relations as referred to the essence does not
differ therefore really, but only in our way of thinking; while
as referred to the

pposite relation, it has real distinction by

virtue of that oppositioi • There is one essence and three per
sons.

It is clearly seen that there is three persons but only
one essei ce.

( a. I, c., resp. )
Whether it must be said that the three persons are of one

essence ?
Au ustine says, ” We do not bay t' at three persons are from

one essence lest we should seem to indicate a distinction between

the essence and person in God. The word which the Council of Hicea
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adopted agui- .-t t e A: ians means t at the three persons are of
one essence.

Thomas says divine things are named
ft -.ray that belongs t

by our intellect in

ft created substance. In God the essence

is taker as the for .s of the three persons, according to the node

of signification. In God the persons are multiplied but not the

essence, fe speak of one essence of three persons and the three
persons of the one essence provided that these genitives be un

derstood as desi rntir< tl e form.
He has clearly shown that three persons are of one essence
usir

Augustine with this puipposo in uinfi.
( r. 2, obj. 5, c., resp. )

Wether essential names shoul be predicated in the singular
of the three persons ?

Augustine says, n The things that are the objects of.our
future glory are f e Father, Son and the Holy Ghost.

Thomas says so far as it is referred to the su'. stance, it

is predicated in the sing lar.

Thus it is predicated in the singular if it refers to the
substance but in theplural if it is predicated of the relations.
( a. - J obj. 3, ad 3m.

Question 40

Of the persons as compared to the relations or properties
Whether the hg ostases remain if the relations are mentally
abstracted from the persons?
Augustine says, * Unbegotten is not the samo as the Father;
fci if Ac -'at or had not begot sen the Son, nothing would pro-

vert Him being called the mA egotten. ”
Thomas differs with Augustine in regards to th's, saying this
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would seen inpossible, since being unbegotten says nothing pos
itive and is only a ne.-at

n, as he himself says. Abstraction is

by the intellect in two ways when the universal is abstracted
from the particular for example or when the fora is abstracted

from matter. To have hypostasis and not person, it would be nec

essary to abstract the rationality from the nature, but not the
property from the person.

Hypostasis of the Father would not remain as unbegotten if
His paternity were removed as if inascibility were the thing that

constituted and distinguished the hypostasis of the Father, for

this would be impossible.

( a. 3, obj. 3, ad 3m, resp. }

Question 41
Of the persons in reference to the notional acts

Whether the notional acts are attributed to the persons ?
Augustine says, n everything that is said of God, is said
of Him as regards either His substance, or relation. It is a

property of tl e Fat her to beget the Son but to beget is an

act. "

Thomas says nevertheless we can not speak of divine and
intelligi’ le things except after the manner of sensible things,
whence we derive our knowledge, and wherein actions and passions

and therefore it was necessary to signify the habitudes of the

persons seperately after the manner of act and relations. In the
divine persons distinction is founded on origin.

Therefore it is clear that to signify the order of the origin

in the divine persons, we must attribute notional acts to the
persons, be must attribute rational acts to the persons.
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{ a. 1, obj. 2, c., ad 2m. )

Whether notional acts are voluntary ?
Augustine says, ” The Father begot the Son neither by the
will nor by necessity. n
Thomas says we must assert that the Father begot the Son

not by the will but by nature.
It follows clearly that the notional acts are voluntary.

( a. 2, c., resp, }
Whether the notional acts proceed from something ?
Augustine says- that the three persons are not from the same

essence; because the essence is not another thing from the person.
* God the Father, of His nature, without beginning, begot the

Son equal to Himself. When I say of t e Father Wh

is essence, it

is the same asif I said more explicitly, of the essence of the
Father. ”
Thomas says in the act of generation we must suspose the

power of generating, and in the act of spirating the power of
spirating, he uses Augustine to show the Son is begotten of the
same substance as the Father and the Father communicates His

whole nature to Him ard the Son was begotten of the essence of
the Father.

Tims the notional acts proceed from something as has been
proved.

( a. 3, obj. 3, c., resp., ad 2m. )
Whether in God there is a power in respect of the notional
act ?
Augustine says, * If God .the Father could not beget a co

equal Son, where is the omnipotence of God the Father. n

Thomas says as notional acts exist in God so must there also
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be a power in God regarding these acts. In every generator we

must suspose the power of

enorating, and in the spirator the

power of spiraling

He uses Augustine to help show that in God there is a power

in respect tc- the notional acts.

( a. 4, reap. }
Whether several persons can be theterm of one notional act ?
Augustine says,” The Son did not

eget a creator: not that

He could not, but that it behoved Hi', not. ”
Thomas does not mean to say by these words that the Son could

not beget a Son, but that if he did not, it was not because He

could not.

hence there can be but one subsistent filiation in God; just
as there could be but one subsistent witness.
( a. 6, obj. 2, ad 2m. )

Question 42
Gf equality and likeness among tie divine persons
/
'll ether there is equality in God ?
*
Auvustine says, * If an image ansxoers perfectly to that where
of it is an image, it may be said to be equal to it; but that

which is represented cannot be said to be equal to it. n
Thomas says we must admit equality among the divine persons

and this equality may be designated in two ways.
With the aid of Augustine he clearly shows that there is

equality and likeness among the divine persons.
( a. 1, obj. 3, resp. )

Whether in the divine persons there exists an order of nature?
Augustine says, n Rot that thereby one is prior to another,

but whereby oneis from another. 51
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Thomas says there must be priority according to origin with

out priority and. this is called the order of nature.
He uses Augustine to show that t ere is anorder existing in

the divine persons.
( a. 3, resp. )

Whether the Son is equal to the Father in greatness ?

Augustine says, n There can be no inequality or dissimilitude
arising from the distinction of relations. ”

Thomas says that the Son is necessarily equal to the Father
in greatness. For the greatness of God is nothing but the perfect

ion of His nature which is in the Father, in the same way that it

is in the Father Himself.

Thus with the aid of Augustine it is clearly established that

tie Son is equal to the Fat- ear in greatness.
{ a. 4, ad dm.

Whether the Son is equal to the Father in power ?

Augustine says, n Were He unable to beget one equal to Him
self. Where would be tie omnipotence of God the Father' ? *
Thomas says as t e essence is paternity in the Father, and

filiation in the Son, The Son is necessarily equal to the Father
in power. Power of action is a consequence of the perletion of

nature, hence it follows that the Son is equal to the Father in

powrer; and the same applies to the Holy Ghost in relation to

both.

Thus with the aid of Augustino it is clearly established

that the Son is equal to the Father in power.
Question 43
The mission of the divine persons

Whether the invisible mission of the divine persons is only
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according to the gifts of the holy Ghost ?

Augustine says, * The Son, uh on temporally perceived by the
mi" ', is seri • 7- e Holy Ghost proceeds temporally for the creat
ure;; sanctification. "

Thomas 3ays although the Son can be known to us according

to other effects, yet neither does ^e dwell in us, nor is He
pos

. I by us according to those effects. He exists newly in us

and He is given as possessed by anyone; and neither of these is

other than sanctifying grace. The divine person is sent, and proce do temporally only according to sanctifying grace.
Thus the question is clear.

{ a. 3, obj. 3, c., ad 3m, reap. )

Whether the Father can be fittingly sent ?
Augustine says, ” The Father alone is never described as

being sent. The Father, when known by anyone in tine, is not said
to be sort; for there is no one tdience He is, or from whom He

proceeds. ”

i

Tlionas says the father is not from anotboi, and in no way

is if fitting for Him to be sent; but tills can only belong to the
Son and to the Holy Ghost,

I

long;© to be from another.

Thus the Father can not be fittingly serf.

( a. 4, c., reap., ad 2m. )
Whether the invisible mission is to all who participate

grace ?
Aurustine says, ” The Son is sent to each one when He is

knotm and perceived by anyone, so far as He can be known and per
ceived according, to the capacity of the soul, whether journeying
towards God, or united perfectly to Him. The invisble mission of
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of the Son is in man and with men. This was done in former times

vith the Fathers and Prophets.
Thomas sa s now every creature that has grace is always

sanctified. Therefore the invivible mission is to every creature.
Thus with the aid of Augustine he established that the in
visible mission is to all who© participate grace.
( a. 6, ad Is, a' 2m. }

Whether it is fitting for the Son to be sent invisibly ?
Augustins

p He i

knowledge with

says, '■ The Son is sent to anyone invisibly, vrhen-

d perceived by anyone. The word we speak of is
love;and the Son is sent, whenever he is lenovn

and perceived by anyone.

Thomas says it is clear

it therefore it belonged to both

of them to be sent invisi; ly.

It is clear that the question is answered and that it is
fitting that the Son he ?ent invisibly.

{ a. 5, ad 2m. }

Whether it is fitting for the Holy Ghost to be sent visibly ?

Augustine says, n Whatever is done visibly by God is dispen
sed by the ministry of the angels.

Thomas says the Son has been sent visibly as the author of
sanctification, the Holy Gh st as the sign of sanctification.

Thus whatever is done visibly by God is dispensed by the
ministry of the an-els. The Holy Ghost is .sent visibly as the
sign of smrctification. And in this x-ray it is fitting.

( a. 7, obj. 5, resp. }
Whether a divine person is sent only by the person whence

He proceeds eternally ?

Augustine says, n The Father is sent by no one because He
is freed from no one. n
Thomas- says the divine person is sent only by the one vjhence
He proceeds eternally though there are two opinions concerning

this question, if however the person sending is understood as

the principle of the effect implied in the mission, in that sense
the ah ale trinity sends the person sent.
Thus it is evident from the above fro© the way you look at

the question will

ou answer but it is ©ore probable that the

divine person is sent only by the person whence He proceeds
eternally.
( a. £>, obj. 1, resp. )

Question 44
?he procession of creatures fro© God, and of the First cause
of all things.
hhether primary matter is created by God ?

Aurastine s ys, ff Two thin s hast Thou made, . Lord; one nigh
unto thv elf, the others nigh unto nothing, R

Th'-.ts says it is necessary to say that God created primary

matter. It naturally fo?.

;-ament of Augustine that

God had to create primary matter for fed Him alone is the power
of creating

Goc alone has created rimary matter.
bhether the exemplar cause is anything besides God ?
Augustine says, " Ideas are the master forms, which are

contained in the divine intelligence. n

Thomas says tha God is the first exemplar cause of all
thin- ;. horeover in the things created one may le called the ex

emplar of the other by reason of Its likeness thereto or by
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anally of some kind of imitation.

Thus it is clear that God is the first exemplar cause of
all things.

( a. 3, c., resp. )

Question 45
The node of emanation of things from the first principle ?
Whether to create is to make something out of nothing ?
Augustine says, ” To sake concerns what did not exist at all.

But ‘to create is to

something from vhat van rlrrcdy. n

Thomas differs in the description of the term and says that
Augustine uses the vord create in an univocal sense, le says

that to create is to make something out of nothing.

Thus the common definition of crsr.ti- n ic clarified. This
is the accepts

definition of lie vord create.

( a. 1, obj. 1, ad In. )
Whether it belongs to God. alone to create ?
Awustine says, .n Weitbor the good or bad angels can create

an -thinf • ■

Thomas says that it sufficiently appears at first glance

that to create can be the action of God alone.
With the aid of Augustine he expains what is practically

self evident though there have been th so that have denied thisf
the pcr'er of creation belongs co God alone. For it is an act of

much greater power to make a thing from nothing than to make it

fro ■ ,'ts contrary.

{ a, 5, c., resp. }

Whether in creatures is necessarily found a trace of the
Trinity?
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Augustine says, n Creation distinguishes the work of prop
agation which is a wok of n ture, fron the work of creation.
Traces of the Trinity appears in all creatures. ”

Thoms says in all creatures there is found the trace of the
Trinity, inasmuch as in every creature are found sone things which

are necessarily reduced to the divine persons as their cause.
Thus it is clearly established that a trace of the Trinity

is found in all creatures.
{ a. 7, c., resp. )
Question 46
Of the beginning of the duration of creatures .

Uhother it is an article of faith that the world began ?
Augustine says, ” The opinion of the philosophers who have

asserted the eternity of tho world was twofold. Sone state the
so;stance of the world is not fron God and this ia an error.
Others state the world was nade by God itAhac a beginning, not

of tine, but. of creation.
Thonas says this is not an article of faith. By faith alone

do we hold that the world did not always exist. berce that the
world

' an to exist is an object of faith.
It is clear to anyone that the world had a beginning and

Thomas shows the fact we have to believe that God created the

world a; d this is an article of faith.
{ a. 2, ad lm. )

Question 47
Of the distinction of things In general
Whether the inequality of things is from God ?
Augustine says, ” Uhat can be wore foolish t an to cay that
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the divine Architect provided this one sun for one world, not

to be an ornament to its beauty, not for the benefit of corporeal
things, but that it happened through the sin of one soul; so that,
if a hundred souls had sinned, t' ere would be a hundred souls in

v rid.. From the Father, to who© is apropiated unity, the Son
proceeds, to Thom is appropiatod equality, and then fan Him the

ere ture proceeds, to which equality belongs. n
Thomas says the universe would not be perfect if only one

grade of goodness were found in things. The divine wisdom is the
cause of the distinction of things for the sake of perfection of
the universe.

It is evident from the above that all inequality of things

comes from God. This is done for the perfection of the universe.

( a. 2, respj, ad 2m, )
Whether there is only one world ?

Augustine says, ” It is unfitting to say that God has created
thin’s without reason. n

Thomas says that reason proves that the world is
jrt* f i one because
all things must be arranged in one order, and to one end. There

fore from the unity of order in things is proved the unity of
the world, as t..e thing designed.
It is foolish to claim that two

03 Ids exist for all things

point to the contrary.

( a. 3, obj. 1, ad lm. )
Question 4o

The distinction of things in general

Uhether evil is a nature?
Augustine says, n The admirable beauty of the universe is
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made up of all things. In which eve: what is called .mil, veil

ordered and in its place, is the eminent commendation of what
is

d. God is so powerful that He can make good out of evil. ’•
Thomas says it can not be that evil signifies being, or any

form of i ature. It must be said that by the name of evil is sig

ns ied the absence of good.

Thus it is clear that evil is not a nature but a privation.

( a. 1, obj. $, ad 3m, rasp. )
Whether evil is in good as its subject ?

hi wist inc saws, n Evil exists only in the good. The rule of
dialectics here fail, ’here it is laid down that contraries can
n ot exi s t to-: th er •

Thomas says evil i; worts the absence of good. But not every

absence of good is evil. The subject of evil is good.
It is clear that evil may exist in good and the subject of
evil is good.
( a. 3, c», rose., ad 3n. )
Whether evil corrupts the whole

ood?

Augustine says, tt Evil hurts inasmuch as it takes away good;
that evil can not wholly consume good. n

Thomas save evil can not wholly consume good, to prove this

we must consider that

is threefold. Cw

w~ not ’.holly but

vrtiall ’ tat on away.

It is evident that good is only diminished by evil and thus

evil does not ih fly ta’e away good.

J

( a. b, obj. 2, c., resp. )

Whether evil is adequately divided Into pains and faults ?
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Augustine says, n A thing is evil becauseit hurts. ”
Thomas says every evil is a voluntary thing to be looked

upon as a pain or fault.

Hence it is clear that evil is a pain or fault

because

divine wisdom inflicts pair to prevent fault.

( a. 5, obj. k, resp. }

Question 49
The cause of evil

bhether the good car. be the causeof evil ?
Augustine says, •’ There is no possible source of evil except

good.

Thomas says it must be said that evry evil ir sone ray has
a cause. But only good can be a cause, because nothing can.be a

cause except inasmuch as it is a being., and every being as such
is s go-.. . This follovs naturally due to the fact that everything

that is a being is good.
Thus good ha;, to be the cause of evil.

( a. 1, c., resp. j
h*h other the Supreme Good, God, is the cause of evil ?
. ugustir.e says, " God is not the author of evil because Ho
is not the cause of tending to nothing. "

Thomas says evil which consists in the defect of action
is aluays caused by : e defect of the agent. But in God there is

no defect. Thus evil is not reduced to God as its cause.

It clearly follows that in no way is it posssi le for God
to be the cause of evil.
{ a. 2, c., resp. }

Question 51
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Of the angels in conparasion ;rith bodies

X

Whether the angels have bodies naturally united to then ?
Au ustir.e says, ” The demons are called animals of the

atmosphere, because their nature is akin to that of aerial bod
ies. ■'
Thomas says that angels haaer»t bodies naturally united to
t ou. All intellectual substances

are united to bodies; but some

arc. quite separated from bodies and these we call an els.

That to declare that angels have bodies united to them is

contrary to the teaching of the Catholic Church and from the
statements of Thomas it is clear that they do not but can if
so designated by God to complete some earthly hiddiry •

( a. 1, resp. )
Whether angels assume bodies ?
Augustine says, n Angels appeared to Abraham under assumed

bodies.

Thomas says since the angels do not have todies naturally

united to them, as is clear,
it follows that they sometime
ass/
'/*»*•£
v
• odies.
Common sense ui.ll tell us that angels due to ,ot having

bodies united to thorn must assume bodies.
( a. 2, c., resp. }
Question 52

0£ the angels in relation to place

Whether an angel can be in several places at once ?
Augustine says, rt The soul is in several places at once for
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it is entirely in ever;,’ pvt-t of the body. n
Thoms says si: ce the angels paver is infinite, it does not

exoe: d to all things, but to one determined thing. The

angel

is in only o o place at a tine.
It iseevident from the above that all the angels due to

their liv t I and finite powers can be only in one place at one
t hoe •

( r. 2, obj. 1, reap. }
Question 5 kOf the knowledge of the anaels

Whether an angels act of understanding is his substance ?
Augustine says, n Memory, understanding 'avc will are one

essence, one life. "
Thomas says it is impossible for the action bi any angel,
or any other creature, to be its ovn substance, be says that
Augustine1

statement is inter reted diffex’enhly by the philosoph

er. The angels under standi; a' is nob h:U suLmavco.
Hence the only being whose under standing is bis substance

is God due to being pure ad • Hie substance is the same as His
existence and His

ction.

( a. 1, ad 2m. }
Wether an angel’s power of intelligence is his essence ?

Augustine says, rt God made tb.e an "die nature nigh unto
Einself, ..hila He

ade primary matter nigh unto nothing. «

Thomas says the operative power of the ar gel is not' the
same as essence. 'ho amgol’, essence is not hi-s power of intell

igence.
The same thing applies and is inferred from the statement

of Thomas as was inferred from claiming that the angel’s act of
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under standing Is the angels essence.

( a. 3, obj. 3, resp. )

Whether there is only intellectual knowledge in the angels ?
Augustine says, " In the argehs there Is life which feels

and understands. ”
Thosaas says the memory can be allowed In the angels although

it can not be part of the sensitive soul. Of the souls powers
only intellect and will belongs to them, Yet the angel knows
things yet not through the senses.

Therefore there is more than intellectual knowledge in angels.
{ a. 5, obj. 1, resp. )

Question 55
Of the medium of angelic knowledge

Wether the an els understand by species drax.n gran things ?

Augustine says, ” The other things which are lower than the
angels are so created that they first receive existence in the
knowledge of rational creature, and t en in their ov,n nature; as
/Mt

the type, accord!:.. • to which the creature is ‘ashioned, "is in

the word of God before the creature which Is fashioned, so the

knowledge of the same type, exists first in the intellectual creat
ure, and is afterwards the very fashlonii:

o wpburo, *

Thomas says the species whereby tl:e angels uwderstand .are
n t drawn from thin os, but are conatural to, ther .
He uses Augustine to show that angels,are utterly free from

bodies and subsist immaterially and in their own intelligible

nature and attain their perfection through intelligible out

pouring. Thus they do not understand by species draw:: through
■*
things.
( a. 2, resp., ad la. )
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Question 56
Of the angel’s knowledge of immaterial things

Whether an angel knows himself ?
Augustine says, ” The angel knows himself then he was est

ablished, that is, enlightened by truth. ”
Thomas says since the angel is an subsisting font he is act- •
ually intelligible. Hence it follows that he undeostands himself
by his form which is his substance.

It is clear from the use made by Thomas of Augustine that

the angels know the. selves.

( a. 1, c., resp. )
■Whether one an el knows another ?
Augustine says ” Such things pre-existed from eternity in

the word of God came forth from Him in two ways first into the

an. ;lic mind and seco, dly so as to su'sist in their oon nature.

Thomas says the nature :f the angel docs not

inder him from

knotting the other angelic natures. Thus they can luiow each other.

it is clear from t e above that the angels can know each
A

Other.

( a. 2, resp. )
Question 57

f tbe angel’s knowledge of things,
fhether the angels know future things ?

Aug-.;stine sa s, " God moves the soritual creatures according
to time. n

Thomas says the mind of an at-el, and every Intel' ect, fall

far short of God’s eternity. Hence the future as it is in itself
can not be known by any created intellect.

It is clear due to the statement of Augustine that there

5S
is succession in the angelic intellect and the statements of

Thomas that the an els can know the future.
( a. 3, ad 3m, resp. )
hhether the angels kndw secret thoughts ?

Augustine says, n demons sometimes x/ith the greatest facil
ity learn man’s disposition not only when expressed by speech,
tut even vher. conceited in thought, then the soul expresses them
by certain signs in t e body. '■

I

Thomas says a secret thought can be know. in two ways: first,

in ins effects. In this way it can be known by an an el.

Thus from the above It Is clear that angels can know men’s
secret thoug. ts.
( a. 4, resp. }

• Whether the angels know the mysteries of grace ?
Au ustine says, ff This mystery was hidden in God through the
ages, yet so that it was Icnown to the princes and powers in heav

enly places. ”
Thomas says the angels have a knowledge x-rhereby they see
4 *»£

the Word and things in the Word. By such, a vision they knoxt the
mysteries of grace, but not all masteries; nor do they know them

equally the higher known- f e 1 otter.
He uses Augustine

o help establish the point that the angels

know ege mysteries of rrace.

( a. 5, obj. 1, resp. )
Question 5$
Cf the mode of the angelic knowledge

Whether an angel can understand many things at the same tine
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Augustine says, n The spiritual faculty of the angelic mind
comprehends most easily at the same time all things that it Mil. n

Thomas says that by that knowledge uhereMth the angels know

things by innate species, they can at the one tine ’.now all things

which can be comprised under one species; but not such as are
under various species.

hith the aid of Augustine it is easily seen that the angels
can comprehend many things at the same time.
( a. 2, c., resp. )
Whether the ar.gels intellect is sometimes in potentiality,

and sometimes in act ?
Augustine says, • Since the angels were created, in t.

e emit" of t e Word, they enjoy holy and devout contemplation. "

Thoraas says with regards to things divinely revealed to them
*

there is nothing to pre ent the: from

eing in potentiality; be

cause even the heavenly bodies are at times

in potentiality to

be enlightened by the sun.
Thus it is manifest that the angelic intellect is sometimes

in potentiality.

/

( a. 1, c., res . }

Whether there can be falsehood in the intellect of the angel 1
Augustine says, n That nothing but what is true can be the

object of intelligence. ”
Thomas says no falsehood, error or deception can exist in
t e minds of the angels.
{ a. 5, c., resp. }

Whether there is morning and evening knowledge in the angels ?
Augustine divides the,knowledge of angels into morning and

evening knovled" e•
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Thomas says these terms were devised by Augustine on the
basis of the six days when God made all things as one day, namely

the day of ar elic knowledge as directed to the six classes of
thi

s. Thus according to this the angels have morfeing and even

ing knowledge ♦
Hence from the above it is clear that the angels have mornin

and evening knowledge.

( a, 6, c., resp. )
Whether the morning and evening knowledge are one ?

Augustine says, n There is a vast difference bet" een knowing
t '

nything as it is in the word of Ood, and as it is in its own

nature; so that to the former belong s day, and to the latter

c

•
Thomas says if it being called evening knowledge, in so far

as though innate ideas they knot; the being which things have in
their own natures, thence the morning and evening knowledge differ.

Thus Augustine seems to understand it vim he assigns one as in-

ferir to the other.
Thus morning and evening knowledge differ.

{ a. 7, c., r

)

Question 59
The will of the an els
Whether there is a 'will in the angels ?

Augustine says, n The image of the Trinity is found in the

soul acc

to -•-

, w

erstanding a;

will. *

Thomas s? s since the angels by their intellect know the
universal aspect of goodness, it is manifest that there is a

will in then.

*
He uses Augustine to help show that necessarily we must place

a will in the angels
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{ a. 1, c., rasp. }
Whether there is an irascible and coneupiscible appetite in

the angels ?

Augustine says, " Universally speaking none of these things
is s id of the an. els, as by ray of passions* n

Thonas says since there exists in the angels only an in
tellective appetite their appetite is not distinguished into ir

ascible and concupscible, but remains undivided; and it is call
ed f e till.

Thus it is evident that the angels do not have irascible or

co., cutgeii le appetite.
( a. 4, ad 2m. )

Question 60
Of the love or dilection of the angels

Whether there is natural love or dilection in an angel ?
Augustine says, * There is natural love and Imc:

t in h

an els.

/$*
Thomas sa s that we must necessarily place natural love in

angels since ar an~el is an intellectual nature, there must be

a natural love it t .e tdLll.
Hence it fallots th"t there is love in the an els.

( a. 1, c., resp. )

hether an angel by natural love loves God more than he loves
hit s elf

?

Augustine says, n Tv?o loves have made two ci i.es; namely, the

love of self unto the contempt of God has made the ea thly city;
while the love of God unto contempt of self has made the heavenly
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city. 11
Thomas says so far as God is the universal good of all,

every thing loves God more than self.

It is apparent for if they did not, love would be perverse
and love would be destroyed by charity. God is the object of
every ones love
( a. 5, obj. 5, ad $m. )
Question 61
Of the production of the angels in the order of natural being

Whether the angels have a cause of their existence ?

Augustine says, n The angels were not passed over in that
account of the first creation of things, but are designated by

the name of heavens or light. ”

Thomas says all things existing owe their existence to God,
It is manifest that that of necessity the anels were made
by God as was everything else.

( a. 1, ad lm. )

Whether the angels were produced from eternity ’by God ?
Augustine says, M The soul is incorruptible by the fact that
the mind is capable of truth. "

Thomas says God alone, Father, Son and Holy Ghost, is from

eternity.
This is a doctrine of faith and has to be held unless you
♦
want to be guilty of heresy.

( a. 2, obj. 3, resp. )
Whether the angels were created in the empyrean heaven ?
Augustine says, ” The angels were created in the upper at

mosphere: therefore not irf the em vrean heaven. n
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Thomas differs from Augustine in this opinion as he says
if that is the title applied to the highest place.

It is according to what name you give the highest place or
what you mean by empyrean heaven. He explains why he differs in
opinion with Augustine.

( a. A, obj. 2, ad 2m. )
Question 62

Of the perfection of the angels in the order of grace and
g lory

Whether the angels vzere created in beatitude ?

Augustine says, ” The angels v®Be in beatitude from the very
beginning of creation. The corporeal creature straightway from

its creation was made Perfect and complete; nor did its lack of

form take precedence in time, but only in nature. ”
T omas differs in opinion on .this point with Augustine and
says the angels did not have from the beginning of their creation

that ultimate beatitude which is beyond the power of nature; be
cause such beatitude is no part of their nature, but’-its end; and
consequently them ought not to have it immediately from the be

ginning.

There seems to be a divergence on this point. It is clear
from Thomas that they could not have the beatitude from the be

ginning.
( a. 1, obj. 2, obj. 3, resp. )
Whether the angels were created in grace ?

Augustine says, " The angelic nature was first made without
form, and was called heaven; but afterwards it received its form,
and was then called light.' But such formation comes from grace. ”
Thomas says as then in Augustine*s opinion it is contended
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that the seedlike forms of all natural effects were implanted
in

■ erect: ires vv or corporally creates , so, strain’ tax ray from

toe . eginring the angels were created in grace*
Thus it has

een shown that the angels were created in grace.

( o. 3, obj. 1, resp. }
hlict er a beatified angel can sin ?
Augustine says, n In the holy angels there is that nature

which can not sin. ”
Thomas says tie beatified ancle can neither will nor act,
creepT as ai :ir

cowards God. Eow whoever will or ac s in this

manner can not sin.

The angels due to their nature anti place can not sin.
( a. o, c., resp. )
Whether the beatified angels advance in beatitude ?

Augustine says, " God nowas use of us for our own vein, and

OS tc angels, whom He

for His own goodness. The sane thing h

uses for all spiritual ministrations; since t iey are ministering
spirits,,sent to minister for them that shall receive the inher' *♦

it a: C3 of the salvation.

f

Thomas says therefore there must be some determined thing

to

hich every rational creature is directed as to its last end.
He uses A gustine to show angels are brought to a determined

degree of beatitude.

' en the - have at" aired

hat degree, they

can ot ;aow to a hi i.er degree.
( a. 9, obj. 2, resp. )

Question 63
The malice of the angels with regard to sin
Whether the devil was'wicked by the fault of his own will
in the first instant of his creation ?
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Augustine says, TT The demons were wicked by sin of their
o. n will because as soor. as he was . ate, the devil refused right

eousness.
Thomas says in the f'rst instant of their creation some of
t e angels were made

lessed and some sinned. It can not be said

be h-vil vas wicked in the first instant of creation.

This is contrary to the nature of God for He creates nothing

bad or evil. Thomas has shown th t the devil was good at the in
stant of his creation but sinned and thus became evil. He uses

. u ustines heir to es' ablia this

oint.

( a. 5, resp. }

Whether only sin of pride and envy can exist in the angels ?
Augustine says, ” The dem ns delight even in the obscenities
of can a2 sir. n

Thomas says that it is wholly through envy that the demons
take pleasure in all sorts of human sins, so far as they are
hindrances to man’s good. The first sin of the angels vere pride.

So after the sin of pride there followed the sin of envy in the
sinning angels and these are the only spiritual sins that are
found ii. the angels.

( a. 2, obj. 1, ad 1m, resp. )
Whether any of the demons are naturally wicked ?

Augustine says, * There is a class of demons of crafty nature

pretending that they arc

•B and the souls of the dead. He re

bukes Porphyry for spaing that the demons are naturally evil and
Hiaintains that the - are not so. n

Thomas sags since the an els are intellectual substances,

they can in no wise have an natural inclination towards any evil
whatsoever.
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Thus it has been clearly shovm that the demons have no inclinrron tw .arcs evil an-’ can not be naturally \ ricked.

( a. 4, obi.

, reap. )

Uh ether the highest angel among those whom sinned was the
highest of all ?
Augustine says, ” The highest of those whom sinned was not
set over die terrestial order. n

Thomas says there might be sone motive for sinning in bin
also vas the chief of the lower angels. It existed In the higher
more

an th

lower than the lower.

Thus it may be inf erred this is the more probable view.

( a. 7, resp. )
Question 64

The punishment of the demons
Ihetl er the demon’s intellect is darkened by privation of
the knowledge of all truth ?
Augustine says, n The angels knew at their creation the xays/*♦
tery of the kingdom of Gd . .e proper knowledge af the angels is I

twofold; namely morning and evening. n
Thomas

ays t e demons are da kened by the privation of grace,

yet they are enli -hter.ed by the liaht of their intellectual nature.

Thus it is clear that the demons intellect is darkened by

ho-

riv; tion of the knowledge oh all truth.
( a. 1, obj. 3, obj. 4, resp. }

Whether there is sorrow in the demons ?

Augustine says, » The devil has power over them who despise
commandments, and he rejoices ever this sinisher power.
*
Thomas says there Is nothing to hinder a man rom being
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sorry one thine a. d joyful for anotl r. Though • e p ssions

can not exist in the demons for they are proper to a sensitive
appetite, which is a poorer of a corporeal agent.

Thus there can n t exist in the angels sorrow.
( a. 3, obj.

ad 1m. )

Uh ether our atmosphere is the demon’s place of punishment ?

Augustine says, n The darksoit... atmosphere is as a prison to
■ he demons until the judgement day. n
Thomas says that this is not so stating in many words that
t e demons are in hell.

It iscclear that this atmosphere is not the place of the

demons punishment and this place of their punishment io called

hell.

( a. 4, c., res; . }
Question 65

The work of creation of corporeal creatures
T/hether cor oreal creatures were produced by God through

the medium of angels ?
.'•ugustine says, " In the government of things the lower is
ruled b " t~ e hi -her in a certain fit ing or< or.

Thomas says in the production of things an order exists but

not t’ at such one creature is created by another but rather such
if

'■

he divine wisdom diverse grades are constit t :d in creatures,

'ill bodies were created by God is. udiafely.

Only God can create and thus it is impossible that anything

should be created by anyone but ■

•

s is clear.

( a. 3, obj 1, ad In. }
*
whether the forms of the bodies are from the an els ?

Augustine says, " V© trust not suspose that this corporeal
matter serves the an els at their nod, but rather that it serves

.., d O 7 7

{

j

,

Thomas says the bodies were produced imediately by God,
•iiose t-iddin; ahe ; larttnr obeys as its own proper caw e.
hence It is clear that the forms of the bodies are from God

■•Ic

.

. 4, c., rcc . )

{

Guestior.

"a

Qa the order of creation towards distinction
adeded in time its

' Whether formlessness of c:

formation ?
■ ■

"

, z

' 7.

ccording to another vertta® fey eMbB is understood
the f -rnlcscnccs of natter. *

Thomas says nor differ on this point and gives the different
nd.-n'or.s

©It .

It appears there is a diverpenco of opinions oifthls topic

ard no natter what you hold you will be consistent with some
( a. 1, obj. 2, rosn, )

Whether the formlessness of the natter of all corporeal
things is the same ?

A- ■■ stiro says, * I find tvo things. ?' ou hast made, one forced
•r femboss, and he sa I

the latter was the earth vis

ible and shapeless, hereby ho saye, the matter of all corporeal

at.Lr 7

a,; i 7 atet.

Thomas says that in tills Augustin© follows the opinion of

.
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formless matter is one with unity of order, as all bodies

are one in the order of corporeal matter. The matter of heavenly

bodies and of the elements is not' the same except by analogy. The
form of corporeity is not the same in all bodies.

It follows from the above that the formless matter af all
corporeal matter is not the same.

( a. 2, obj. 1, ad lm, resp. )
Whether the empyrean heaven was created at the same time

as formless matter ?
Augustine says, n That lower bodies are governed by the high

er in a certain order. In so far as we mentally apprehend eternal
things, so far are we not of this world, for which is clear that

contemplation lifts the mind above the things of the world. ”
Thomas says the empyrean heaven rests on the authority of

Strabus and Bede, and also Basil; all of whom agree in one re

spect, namely, in holding it to be the place of the blessed.

They say that as soon as it was created it was gilled with angels

He goes on to state that Augustine doesn’t maintain an empyrean
Ai>
heaven in the same sense as understood by modern writers.
f

It is evident that the emoyrean heaven was created at the

same time as formless mat' er.
( a. 3, obj. 2, obj. 3, resp. )
Whether time was created simultaneously with formless matter

Augustine says, " Both spiritual and corporeal creatures

were created at the beginning of time. 'I find two things Thou
didst create before time was, the primary corporeal matter and
the angelic nature.
Thomas says that they were created at the same time though
this Is not the opinion of Augustine who claims that only angelic
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nature and formic;

Ltcr were first created.

It appears that tine would have to have been created first
for there would have

no

een no measurement of things if there was

be.
a. 4, obj. 1, c.} resp. )

{

Question 67
Of the work of distinction in itself
hether light is a body ?

Augustine says, n Light is a body and takes the first place
among bo.' ie-s. tt

Thomas says that light can not be a body

and says that

Augustine takes one of the four elenents.

Light can be in no way a body since it has no place, its
novuewt is simultaneously and Instantaneous and not that of

the local movement of a body and the third reason is fron generation to corruption and thus the idea is repugnant to reason.

( a. 2, obj. 1, resp. )

Whether the word light is used in the proper settee In
speaking of spiritual things ?

A gustine says, ” In spiritual things light is better and
surer: and that Christ is not called libht in the sane sense as
He is called the Itone; the former is to be taken literally and
t: e latter aetamor' kically.
.ay word may be used in two senses. If
t/c:

in it: common y-.d,

wteanal use, as applied to nardfest

ations -f every kind it nay be properly applied to spiritual
thin s.

Thus the word light car. be applied to spiritual things.

( a. 1,

bj. 1, resp. )

£
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Whether the production of light is fittingly assigned to
the first day ?
Augustine says, ” Hoses could not have fittingly passed

ove

the production of the spiritual creature and therefore vre

read, In the Ip Irnirg God created heaven and earth, a sp. itual
nature as yet formless is. to be understood by the word heaven

and formless matter of the corporeal creature by the xrord earth
Formlessness did not precede forms in duration; and so we under

stand the production of light to signify the formation of spirit
ual creatures. n ,

Thomas says it was fitting, then as evidence of the divine
wisdom that among the works of distinction the production of

lir

■ | tould take first place, since light is a form of primary

hod

and it is a more con .on quality.

The production f light is fittingly assigned .to the first
day.

Question 6$
Of the work of the second day

h

Whether there are waters above the firmament ?
Augustine says, n Whatever divides bodies from bodies can be

said to divide water from water. It is our business here to in

quire ho- God has constituted the nature of His creatures, not
for how it has pleased Him to work on them by way of a miracle. "

Thomas says he answers the words of Scripture have more

authority than the most exalted intellect. T us we can not doubt
there is ’water* It is according as h v vc

. . • the term firmament

if we mean the starry heaven this water will not be the same as

elemental water* There are hoxrover water above the firmament.
He uses Sugustine to refute the au gunents of the Kanicheans
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and to shot-; there is water above the firmament according as how

we take the firmament to be.
{ a. 2, resp. )
Q
Question 69
On the working of the third day

■Whether it was fitting that the gathering together of
waters should take place, as recorded on the third clay ?
Augustine says, n Thereis no order of duration, but only

of origin and nature. Primary matter is meant the earth, where

first mentioned, but in the present passage it is to be taken
for the elements themselves. The earth is said to have them
produced, plants

then the

trees in their cause, that is, it received

wer to produce then. He supports this by the authority

of the her ip dire ( Sen. ii. 4,5, ) ”
Thomas uses Augustine to refute the kanieheans and to show
that God created water and matter at the same tine and on the
third day for who can question the doings of Christ.
.
J*
( a. 1, resp., ad In, ad 5a. )
A '
/

Question ?0
Of the work of adornment, as regards the fourth day

Whether the lights ought to have been produced on the fourth
day?
A gustine says, " In the second, or wrork of distinction, the

heaven and earth were perfected, either by adding su staatial

form t

Batter.

Thooas differs with Augustine in this point and says there
gfel' .;g;J

T>

is no difficulty if we follow Augustine in holding that liglit

was made on the first day to be spiritual and that on this day
was made to be corporeal, he says that Augustine is not at var

iance with other holy writers. no '

been produced on

t light could have

ho first day.

This is not specifically stated in Holy Scriptures and thus
you do not have to hold to the theory or <r ini on that light was
produced on the fourth day.

{ a. 1, reap. )

Whether the lights of heaven are living beings ?
Augustine says, ” Every living being stands higher in the

order of naturethan one that has not life. ”
Thomas says there is a difference of opinion but it is only

words.
( a. 3, resp., obj. 2. )

Question 71
Of the vork of the fifth day
Augustine teaches at first beginning of the world the act

ive principle was trie ford of God, which produced animals from

material elements either in act as some holy writers say, or

vitd .ally.
Thomas shows how Augustine differs from other writers and

n the fifth day which corresponds to the second Hoses mentions

the waters and firmament of heave: .
{ a. 1, ad In. )

Question 74

Of the seven days in common
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Whether these days are sufficer-tly enumerated ?
Augustine says, 17 Tlius , then, the creation of either is set

dov.n before there was any day. Aftor all that has " eon recorded
that' is assigned to the six days, something distinct is attributed
to the seventh, namely that on it God rested in Himself from
His works; and for this reason it was right that the seventh day

should be mentioned after the sixth. «
Thomas says the reason of distinction is clear and shows

the days are sufficently’

.ted.

The days are sufficertly enumerated.

{ a. 1, ad In, ad 5m. )
Whether Scripture uses suitable words to express the 'works

of the six days ?
Augustine says, ” The person of the Son is mentioned’ both

in the first creation of the world, ard in its distinction and
adorn, .ent but differently in both places. Three phases denote the
threefold being of creatures. First, their being in the world; the

being in the angelic mind, thirdly, their being in the proper

nature.
He uses Augustine to show hoi-? things came into existence

and frky a: d the different terms to show why, when and how. Thus
the scripture uses suitable words to express the words of the
six days.

r

( a. 3, ad lm, ad $ra. }

Question 75

,

'

Of man who is composed of a spiritual and corporeal sub

stance arid in the first place concerning what belongs to the

essence of the soul.
Whet er the soul is a body t
I

■
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Augustine says,

n The soul is simple in comparasion xrith

the tody, inasmuch as id does not occupy space by bull:. n

Thomas says that the soul, which is the first principle of

life, is not a body, but the act of a body.
Hence it is clear t at the soul is not a body.

{ a. 1, resp, c. )
fhethesr the human soul is something subsistent ?

Augustine says, " ..hosoever understands that the nature
of tho soul is that of a substance and not that of a body, will

see that those who maintain that the soul is of a corporeal
nature, are led astray, through associating with the soul those
things v thout xrhich they are unable to third: of any nature. ”

Thomas says it must necessarily allowed that the principle

of intellectual operation xrhich we c&ll the soul, is a principle
" 0th incoporeal and subsistent.
Thus with the aid of Augustine

he has clearly established

the soul as a subsistent f rm.

{ a. 2, c., resp. }

bhether the soul is man ?

Augustine corsoends faro as holding that nan is not a soul
only, nor a mere body; but both body and soul.

Thomas says that man is composed of body and soul and it is
clear t at man is not soul only.

■a

Ian is a composite of body and soul* and one does not function .,
.
I
without the other as it is clear from the auryunents of Augustine
and Thomas.
( a. 4, c., resp. )
whether the soul is composed of raatter and form ?’
Augustine says, ”

The soul xras made neither of coporeal
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matter nor of spiritual natter.

Thomas says the soul has no matter and every intellectual
subst nee is exempt from composition

x form and waiter.

Thus with the aid of Augustine he has proved the soul which

is the first prix E

o of life, is no a composite of fora and

natter,

( a. 5, c,, r :sp. )
Question ?6
Of the union of body and soul

' blether the intellectual principles are multiplied accord

ing to the number of bodies ?

Augustine says, " If I were to say that there are as many
human souls, I should laugh to myself. n
Thomas says Augustine denies a plurality of souls for that

would involve a

lurality of species. He says that it is poss

ible for no man. to maintain there is one intellect for all men.
This principle is self evident for if there were only one

Intel" act nl- men would thirp in the same way.
( a. 2, obj. 6, reap. }

Whether the intellectual soul is properly united to such
a body ?
Augustine says, ” If however, it be sold that God could

avoid this, we might answer that in the formation of natural
things we do not consider what God might do; but what is nat
ural t. things.

Thomas says, n It heehoves the intellectual soul to be

united to a tody fitted to be a convenie. t organ of sense. ‘
It is fitting for the soul to be united to the body for the
soul it the life of the body aaff one is incong"ete idthout the
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the other.

( a. 5, ad lo. )

Uhether the soul is united to the animal body by means of
a body ?
Augustine says, n The soul administers the body by light,
that is, by f. re, and b

air, which are most chin to a spirit. "

Thomas says if the soul is united to the body as its fora
it is impossible for it to be united by rears of another body.
The soul can not be united to the animal body by means of
another bod;,'-.

( a. 7, obj. 1, rest. )

’’hether the whole soul is in each part of the body ?

Augustine says, " In each part, in each body, the whole
soul is in its entirety. '•

Thomas says since the soul is united to the 'tody as its

form, it must necessarily be in the viiole body and in e ch

art

t’ ereef.

Due to the fact as it is explained above that the soul is
the fora of the body it oust be in the wholebody and every part.

Question 77

,

'

Of those things which belong to the powers of the soul in

reneral.
..hether the ^essence of the soul is its power ?

Augustine says, n Knowledge and love are not in t e soul
acci' ntS'in a subject.

Thomas explains Augustine* statement

and sags the essence

of the soul is not its power for nothing is in potentiality by

reason of act. Although it is maintained . It is impossible to

7S
admit that the power of the soul is its essence.

T e essence of the soul is not its power.

1, obj. 5, ad 5m. )

(

Whether all the powers of the soul are in the soul as the

subject ?
Augustine says, :t The so 1 senses certain things, not through •

the tody, in fact, vothout tie body, and sone things through
tie 1

.

Thomas says the powers which are the principles of these
operations have their

nt in the composite,and not in the

soul alone. The soul alone is not the subject of all pavers.
Thus the principles of the different operations have their
subject in the composite and not in the soul alone

{ a. 5, obj. 3, resp. )

Whether all the powers remain in the soul when seperated
from the body ?
Augustine says,

As the soul, when the body Lies lifeless,

get r-ot- suite ...cad , sees some things iy imaginary vision; so also
is

when by death the soul is suite separate from the body. ff

Thomas says it is false to say that that these powers remain
in the soul after corruption, also to say the acts of these pow

ers remain in the separate soul because these powers have no
act apart fron the coporeal organ. He refutes Augustines state

ment ar.d says that Augustine in this passage is speaking as in
quiring r t asserting. therefore he retracted some statements.

The powera do not remain in the soul. Some remain virtually

tu ■ not actually in

he soul as their principle.

( a. S, Obj. 6, ad 6m. )
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Question 7&
Of the specific powers of the soul
Whether the .Interior senses are suitably distinguished ?

. Augustine describes throe kinds of vision hawely corporeal,

spiritual and intellectual.

Thoms says the.o is no need to assign none than four infer
ior powers of the sensitive parts.
• It it hr a. f-ea the sa oes are suitably diotia .uished.

( a. 4, ob;j* 6, rasp.

Question 79
Of the intellectual pavers

Whether the intellect is a passive paver ?

I
Thtas says the

I

jr than the patient. «

eat is n ' hr aha h 0 patient, if the

action and passion are referred tp the state thing; but not always
if they refer to different a:

gs.

It is clour that the intellect la a passive power.

( a. 2, obj. 3, ah

}

Wether the intellect is a power of th© soul ?
Augustine says, ” hind and spirit are not relative things,

but denoniaate the essence, sind is spirit and essence. He
places the intelligence and will in the nine. *

Thoms saaa in God alone is Ilia intellect the ©see as His

..□nee; x±il-

.f.e intellectual creatures the intellect is a

powers, thus ho disagrees with Au ratine.
The intellect is a power of tie soul.

( a. 1, obj. I, ol;j.

, reop. )

Wether memory is in the intellectual part of the soul /

go
Augustine says, " To the higher part of the soul belongs

those things vhich are not common to man and boast# r
Thomas says memory if considered retentive of the species,
io not common to us uid other animals# hut t! e intellect in it

self is retentive of species, without the association of any

corporeal a/- ent. Therefore the soul is not of the species, not

the whole soul, but the intellect

It would not be possible to admit memory in the intellect
ual part# Thus 1

ir clear that aeuoiy is not in he intellect

ual part#

( a. 6, obj# 1, ad 1m. )
fhethqr the intellectual part is a power distinct frco the
intellect ?

Augustine s-ys, * memory,

al win are equal

to one another, and one flows from another# He assigns to the
soul memory, understanding and will# ”

Thomas says August!' e by memory understands the souls power

of retention; by intellif once the act of the Intellect; and by
‘ *•£
the will the act of t:
11. Intelligence arises from memory,
as act from habit# It is clear that memory is not a distinct pov

er from the intellect; for it belongs to the nature of passive
power to retain as well as to receive#

Thus it is evident that memoiy is not a power distinct fron
the intellect, intelligence is equal to memory but not as a pow
er to a power#
( a. 7, obj. 1, obj. 3, ad In, ad 3m. )

Whether the reason is distinct from the intellect ?
Augustine says, n That in which man excels the irrational

animals is reason, or mind, or intelligence, or whatever appro-

21
plate name
like to give it. n
»*"*! g-z*, we
r* «•* '
Thomas says reason and intellect in man can not be distinct
powers.

It Is evident that reason and Intellect are the same.
O’

( a. 2, c., resp. )
Whether the higher and lower reason are distinct powers ?

Augustine says, ” The image of the Trinity is in the higher
part of the reason, and not in the lower. The higher and lower

person are only distinct by' their functions. !!

Thomas says as the higher and lower are divided according
to various acts, t’ e higher a: d lower reason are called parts;
but not because f ey are different powers. As they are understood
by Augustine they can in no way be two p overs of the soul. The

higher and lover reason are one and the same power.

Thus they are one and the sane poxrer.

( a. 9, obj. 1, c., ad In, resp. )
Whether syndoresis is a special power of the soul distinct
from the others ?

Augustine says, n In the natural powers of judgement there
are certain rules and seeds of virtue, both true and unchangeable. ”

Thomas says these unchangeable notions are the first prac
tical principles, concerning which no man errs; and these are

attributed to reason as a power. It is clear that synderesis Is

not a power but a natural habit.
The synderesis can not be a special, power of the soul.

{ a. 12, obj. 3, ad 3a. }

Question 21
Of the power of sensuality

Whether sensuality is only appetitive ?

g2
Augustine says, t? The sensual movement of the soul which

is directed to the bodily senses is cor, .on to us and east. He
divides sensuality against the higher and lover reason., xhich be
longs to knowledge. n
Thomas says by sensual movement we understand the operation

of the appetitive power; so that sensuality is the naive of the
sensitive appetite.

Thus sensuality is the name of the sensitive power and is
appetitive.
( a. 1, obj. 1, oij. 2, resp. )

Question $2
Of the will

Whether the will desires so. .ething of necessity ?

Augustine says, '■ If anything is necessary, it is not vol
untary. All things desire happiness with one trf.ll. Therefore the

will desires something of necessity. n

Thomas says this is called necessity of end, and sometimes
also utility. But necessity of end is not repugnant to will for

it adheres

o the first principle.

s'
The will is free and vre can make free choices and our desires

are free from restraint.
{ a. 1, obj. 1, resp. )

Whether the will desires of necessity, whatever it desires ?
Augustine says, rT It is the will by which vc sin and live

veil, and so the will extends to opposite things. !J

Thomas says the will does not desire of necessity whatever
it desires.

Thus it is clear that the vrf.ll is free from all restraint
( a. 2, c., resp. )
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Question 83
Uhether man has free-will ?
Augustine says, ” This is therefore the good which nan does

not witen lie ’cashes - namely not to desire against reason. R
Thomas says man has a free will and forasmuch as nan is
rational it is necessary that man have a free will.

It is clearly evident from the nature of man that he has

a free will.
{ a. 1, ad In. )

Question 84
How the soul while united to the body understands corpor

eal things beneath it
Uhether the soul knows through the intellect ?

Augustine says, n Bodies cat not understand by the intellect ;
nor indeed anything corporeal unless it be perceived by the senses;
intellectual vision is of those things that are in the soul by

their essences. But such are not bodies.
Thomas says these words of Augustine are to be understood
as referring to the medium of intellectual knowledge and not to

the o’ ject.

e must conclude that through the intellect the soul

knot,-sbodies by a knowledge which is immaterial, universal, and
necessary•
It Is clear to

the soul knot’s bodies through tke Intellect.

( a. 1, obj. 1, ad lm, resp. )

Uhether the soul understands corporeal things through
essences ?

Augustine says, ’’ The soul colh cts and lays hold of the
images of the bodies, which ^are formed in the soul and of the soul
for in forming the . it gives then something of its own substance.
*

The mind gathers knowledge of corporeal things through bodily
senses*
Thomas says Augustine is speeding of imaginary vision. He
says that corporeal creatures can not know things through their

essences due to having limited intellects.

T e power of knowing things through their essences is a
power proper to God alone.
( a. 2, obj. 1, c., ad 1m, resp. )

Whether the intellectual soul knows material things in the
eternal types ?

Augustine says, n Ideas are permanent types existing in the
divine mind. If we see loth that what yo- say is true, and if we

both see that v. at I say is true, where do we see th.'s, I pray ?

I.either do I see it ir. you, nor do you see it in me; but we both
see it in the unchangeable truth which is above our minds. ”
Thomas says by that Augustine did not mean all things to

be known in their eternal types or In the unchangeal le truths. The
so 1 In the present state can rot see things in theeternal types.
Again if we say If a thing is known by the principle of knowledge
we car. say that the so 1 knows things in the eternal types.

To answer this question we must ask in what way is the thing

known and then we can give the answer

( a. 5, k'j. 3, c., resp. }
Whether Intel ectual knowledge is derived from sensible

things ?

'

.

Augustine says, n he can not expect to learn the fulness of

truth from the senses of the body; the body feels not, but the soul

$5
through the body, which its rake use of a kind of messenger, for

re rod- cing within itself what is announced from without. ”

Thoms says these words of Augustine Means that we must

ex

pect that the entire truth, cones fro:, the senses. For the light
of the active intellect is needed. It can not be said that sen
sible knowledge is the total and the perfect cause of intellectual

knowledge. Sensible Jen. vrledge is not the total and perfect cause
of intellectual knowledge. Intellectual knwledge is derived through
sensible things and the senses.

T as it is clearly evident that judgement of the intellect
is hindered through suspension of the sensitive powers.
( a. 8, c., rasp. 5

Question 85
,

Of the node of order of understanding
I
Whether the intellect can be false ?
Augustine says, n Everyone who is deceived, does not right

ly understand thawherein he is deceived. n

Thomas says the intellect nay he accidentally deceived in
t e quiddity of composite things, not by defect of its organs, for

the intellect is a faculty that is an independent organ. We can
not be deceived about simple objects unless we understand nothing
about them.

Thus the intellect can not err in regards to first principles
and its objects but it may err accidentally and be deceived acc

identally.

( a. 6, c., resp. )
Whether one person can understand one and the same thing
better than another can ?
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Augustine sa~t, ” Whoever under st an- s a thing otherwise

tm: it is, does not understand it all. Hence it is clear that
there is perfect understanding, than which none other is more

perfect: and therefore there are not infinite degrees of under
standing a thing. Nor can one person understand a thing better

than a:.ot< or can. 51
Thomas says a thing nay be understood sore by one than by
another.

It is clear that one may understand a thing better than

another.
{ a. 7, obj. 1, resp. )

Question 86

~Ahet our intellect knows in material things
Uhether our intellect can knot? future things ?
Augustine says, ” The soul has a certain power of forecasting,

so that by its very nature it can know the future; hence when with

draw from corporeal sense co: cent,rated on itself, it shows the
knowledge of the future. ”

Thomas says if the cause be such as to produce a certain
result tore frequently than not, then can the future be known

according as its causes are more or less inclined to produce the
effect. Thus in a way it can tell the future but of events that
have no cause He future can not be known by men.

. Thus in a sense man can know the future in another way he

cm not.
{ a. 1, so. hr:• }
Question 87

*
How the intellectual soul knows itself and all within itself
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Whether the intellectual soul know itself by its essence ?
Augustine says, ” The mind knows itself, but it is incor

poreal#
Thomas says the nind knows Itself by means of itself, be
cause at length it acquires a knowledge of itself, though led there

by itself.
Thus the so 1 knows itself through God and all things with

in it an

.

( a. 1, obj. 1, ad In, )

Whether our intellect knows the habits of the soul by their

essence ?
Augustine says, " Faith is not seen in the wherein it abides,
as the soul of man say be seen by another from the movement of the
body; but ve may know most certainly that it is there and con
science reclaims i s existence*

Thomas says faith is perceived by the subject therein it
resides, by the interior of the heart. For no one knows that he

has faith unless he knows that he believes. The things are not
kn un by account of habit but habits are known by acts.

( a. 2, obj. 1, ad In. )
Wether our intellect knars its own acts ?
Augustine says, ” I undei stand that I understand. n
Thomas say; the first thing understood of the intellect is

its o-.t r.ct of understanding. The intellect can understand its
our, acts.

Hence the intellect can and does know its
( a. 3, c., resp. )

Of-m.

acts.
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Whether the intellect understands the act of the will ?
Augustine says, ” Of the soul’s affleet ions that they are
kno* n neither by images as bodies are known; nor by their presence,
like the arts, but by certain notions. '■

Thomas says the afflections of the soul are in the intellect
as thin, s caused and so Augustine says that the soul’s affection

arc in the memory by certain notions. Therefore tl.e act of the

will are understood by the intellect.

The act of the will is understood by the intellect.

( a. 4, obj. 3, ad 3m. )

Question 33
How the human soul knows what is above it
Uh ether the human soul in the present state of life can

understand immaterial substances in themselves ?
Augustine says, ” As the mind itself acquires the knowledge
' by means of the corporeal se ses; the mind gains from itself the

knowledge of incoporeal substance. n
Thomas ss s in the present state of life we can not under

stand seperate inmaterial substance in themselves, either by the
passive or by the active intellect. Thus he disagrees with Aug
ustine.
The mind can not know immaterial substances.

( a. 1, obj. 1, resp. )
Question 39

Of the knowledge of the Generated soul

Whether local distance impedes knowledge in the seperated
soul ?

Augustine says, ” The souls of the dead are viiere they can

not knot? uh at is done hero. The demo;. ’s rapidity of movement

enables the:;*, to tell things unknown to us.
Thomas says the souls of the dead can not tell what is done

here not because t'.ey are impeded by local distance but because

of some other reason. He spec s with t e opinion that the demons
have naturally united to then bodies, hn/wrledue i; the seperated
soul io not hindorc ' by local distance.

Hence knowledge in the separated soul is not hindered

by

local ■ i::tance.

{

. 7, obj. 1, obj. 2, reop. )

Question 90
Of the first production of tian’s soul

Ihethor the soul was made or was of God* a su; stance ?-

Augustine says, ” Certain opinions ihich he calls exceedinyly and evidently perverse among which the first is the opinion
that God made t e soul not out of nothing but from Himself. •
Thomas says that to say that the soul is of the divine subs

-c ’.nvolves ■ :....gnifect insula bi lit; •
Thus he refutes the Ilanichsans, Pantheist and says that the

opiodo; is hi h. . i. ..u oh,.;„ho

< ouuo e-

•

( a. 1, c., resp. )

Question 91

'

.

The production of the first man’s body
Whether the human body was immediately produced by God ?

Augustine says, n The corporeal things are desposed. by God
thro gh the angels.

Thomas says God does something in bodies beyond the power
of the angels and by this power He formed the body of the first
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man from the slime of the earth. The first man’s body was of
necessity made immediately ’ey God.

Thus the human body was immediately produced by God.
( a. 2 f obj. 1, ad 2m. )

Whether the human soul was produced before the body ?
Augustine says, n The soul was made before the body. There
fore having said: to His image He made them, He should not have

added, sale and female He created them.

Thomas says that the soul as a part of human nature, has

its ..at ral perfection only as united to the body. Therefore it
would have been unfitting for the soul to have beer, created before

the body.
Therefore it is clearly evident that the soul was not created
before the body for the soul is the life of the tody and the body

without the soul is useless and the soul without a body is use
less.

( a. 4, obj. 5, res . }
Question 92

The production of woman
.h ether the woman was made fittingly zaade from the rib of
man ?

Augustine says, ” A body can not increase except by rare
fication.
Thomas says this implies rarefication. It was right for

woman to be made from the rib of man.
Thus fittingly and rightly it was for woman to be made from

the rib of ;an.
( a. 3, obj. 1, ad In. )
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Question 93

The end or term of the production of nan

whether the image of God is in nan ?
Augustine says, n Where an image exists, there forewith is

likeness; but where there is likeness, there is not necessarily
an image. Hence is it clear that likeness is essential to an image

ard that image adds something to likeness. ”
Thomas says I answer the sane. Therefore there is in man

a likeness to God; not, indeed, a perfect likeness, but imperfect.
Gcri; ture implies the same --hen it says that man mas ua3e to God’s
likeness.

Therefore there is the imago of God in .can.
{ a. 1, c., rosp. )
o' ether the image of God is to be found in irrational creat

ures ?
Augustine cays, ” Kan’s excellence consist in die fact that

God made him to His own likeness and image by giving him an in
tellectual soul,

hich rises him above the animals of the field. n

Thomas says it is clear that intellectual creatures alone,
properly speaking are made to the ioage of God.

Hence it is clear only man is made to the image of God.
( a. 2, c., resp. }

Whether the angels are more to the image of God than nan
is ?

Augustine says, ” Granted to no other creature besides man
God to be to His image. Ir

Thomas says Augustine excludes creatures bereft of reason
fro:. the image of Godj. but not of angels.' "

Absolutely speaking the angels are more to the ina e of
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God’s likeness and image than nan but that in some resuects aan

is more like to God.
This is according to how we look at the question

( a. 3, os j • 1, ad In. 5
whether the image of God is in nan according to the Trin

ity of

©rsons ?
Augustine says, n Cue ineessence is the Godhead if the Holy

Trinity and one is the image to which every nan is made. The Son

alone is the linage of the father. There is good difference between
the Trinity within ourselves ~nd the divine trinity. We see rather

than believe, the Trinity which is in ourselves, whereas we be

lieve rather than see that God is Trinity. n

Thomas says that Augustine means we must say that there is
in son existing the image of God both as re- ards the divine nature

and as regards the trinity of persons. For also in God Himself
there is one nature in three persons.

Thus it is clear the image of God is found in every man

according to the Trinity of per ons.

g*

( a. 5, obj. 1, obj. 4, reap, ad 3m. )

Whether the image of God is in man as re ards the mind only ?

Augustine says, 7 There is a threefold vision in us, cor
poreal, spiritual or imaginary and intellectual. "
Thomas says we find in man a likeness to God by way of an

image in His mind; but in no other parts of- His being unless by

way of trace.
Thus it is clear that the image of God is in all parts of

the body.
( a. 6, obj. 1, reap. }
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Whether the image of God is to be found in the acts of the
soul ?

Augustine says,

Han was made to God’s image inasmuch as

we exist and know that we exist, and love the existence and knov-

1 d e. n He assigns the image of the Trinity in the soul to the.
memoag , under star, din • and till, the wind ever remembers, under

stands and loves itself.
Thomas says since the principles of acts are the habits and
powers, and everything exists virtually in its principles, there

fore, secondarily and consequently, the image of the Trinity may
be considered as existing in the powers, and still ©ore in the
habits, forasmuch as trie acts virtually exist therein.

Thus with Thomas we can say that the image of God is to be
found in the acts of the soul.

{ a. 7, obj. 1, obj. 2, resp. )

’ hether the image of the divine Trinity is in the soul only
by corapsrasior with God as its object ?
A' gustine says, !! When we seek the Trinity in the soul, we

seek it in the whole of the soul, without separating the process

of reasoning in temporal natters from the consideration of things
eternal. The image of God exists in the wind, not because it has
*

z

ww of itself but because it can remember, understand
and love God by Whom it was made. ”

Thomas says by t e vision of glory temporal things will be

seen, in God- Himself; and such a vision of .temporal things will

belong to the image of God. This is wha'- Augustine meant when he
said that in that nature to which the mind will blissfully adhere
whatever it sees in the unchangeable. be need to seek in the image

of the Divine Trinity in the soul some kind of representation of
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species of the divine persons, so far as this is possible to a

Great're.

This is clearly evident from the above that the image of
the Trinity is not only seen by comparasion with God as its object.
{ a. $, obj. 2, c., resp. 5

Whether likeness is properly distinguished from the image ?
Augustine says, n Some consider that these txro were mention
ed without reson, namely i&ageand likeness, since, if they meant
the ~a; :e, one wo Id have sufficed. Likeness is to an image as genus

to a specie; because where there is an image, forwith there is a

likeness, but not conversely. ”
Thomas says likeness is not distinct from image in the gen

eral notion of likeness, likeness is a kind of unity.
Thus likeness is not distinct from image in the general or

com .on use of the words for they seem to imply each other.
( a. 9, obj. 1, c., ad lm. }

Question 94

Of the state and condition of the first man as regards his
intellect

//
Whether the first man saw God through His essence ?
Augustine says, n If nan was gifted with the same tastes

as now, hoxr happy must he have been in paradise, that place of in

effable happiness. That the first man lacked nothing xiiich his
good-will viwhb obtain. Ada® saw without enigma, for enigma implies

obscurit . If God speaks to firsts man as He speaks to angels then

man knew God more clearly than we know Him not;.
Thus first man and no man con see God through His essences.
( a. 1, obj. 1, Obj. 2, obj. 3, resp. )
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Whether man in his first state could be deceived ?
Augustine says, n In sleep the soul adheres to the images

of flings as if they were the things themselves. The woman could
have believed the words of the serpent, had she not already ac

quiesced in the love of power, and in the presumption of selfconceit.

Thomas says it is clear that the rectitude of the primitive
state was incompatible with the dec tion of the intellect.
Thus it is clear nan in his first state could not have been
deceivei’.
( a. 4, obj. 4, c., resp. }

Question 95
Of things pertaining to the first nan’s will - namely'grace

and righteousness

Whether the first nan was createdin grace ?
Augustine says, n Adair did not possess the Holy Ghost. God,
at the sane time fashioned their nature and endowed them with

grace. God so ordered the life of the angels and sen, so to show

first Wat they could do by free will, then what they can do by

His grace, ard by the discernment of righteousness. As soon as
they disobeyed the divine command, and forfeited divine grace they
were ashamed. for their nakedness, n

Thomas says Augustine means that they did not possess the
Holy Ghost as the faithful possess Him now. The very rectitude

of the primitive state wherewith man was endowed by God, seems
to require that he was created in grace.
Itis clear that first man was in his state created with grace
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(

a. 1, obj. 2, obj. 3, c., ad 2m, resp. )

Wether passion existed in the soul of the first nan ?

Augustine says, ” In our first parents there was undisturbed
love of God, and other passior of we soul, *

Thomas says in the state of innocence the inferior appetite
was -holly subject to reason: so that in this state the passions

of the soul existed only as consequent upon the judgement of

reason,

( a, 2, c., resp* )
Wether Adam had all the virtues ?

Augustine says, n The prince of sin overcame Ada® who was
made fro® the slime of the earth to the image of Cod, adorned
with modesty, restrained by temperance, refulgent with bright
ness,
Thomas says that in the state of innocence man in a certain

sense possessed all the virtues due to reason being subjected to

Cod.
Virtue is nothing but those perfections whereby the mind
is directed to God and the inferior powers regulated by reason

and as this was the state of the first mah as he possessed all

the virtues.
( a. 3, c., resp. )

Question 96
f the. mastership belonging to man in the state of innocence

.hether in the state of innocence had mastership over anim

als ?
Augustine says, B The animals were brought to Ada®, under

the direction of the angels, to receive their names from him. B
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Thosnas says the subjection of other animals to nan is nat
ural. Before he disobeyed nothing disobeyed

that was naturally

su ject to him which animals are.

J

Adam had mastership over all animals before he disobeyed
G od •

( a. 1, obj 1, resp. )
bhether man had mastership over all other creatures ?
Augustine cays, '7 Corporeal matter would not have obeyed even

the hoy; arc els.

Thomas says man had no mastership over the angels in the
primitive state. 3c -..hen ire read alh creatures,

■ neat understand

the creatures which are not made to the likeness of God.

han did not evidently and clearly have sastershi

over all

others.
( a. 2, obj. 1, resp. )
whether men were equal in the state of^innocence ?

August!; e says, ” Order disposes things equal and unequal
in the proper place,?"

Thomas says there must have been inequality in regards as
the soul. There might have ".sen also bodily disparity.

There were things that were unequal in the state of innocence.
( a. 3, c., resp. )

Whether in the state of iiu^e^ice man would have been master
over man ?

*

Augustine says n God willed that man who was endovc

.

-

with

reason and made to his image should rule over none but cattle.

But 111 erty is one of the chief blessings, amd would not have been
lacking in the state of innocence, where nothing was wanting that
man’s good will could desire. "
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Thomas says man could have been vaster of non in the sense
of government.

ban could have been roaster over man.

{ a. 4, obj. 1, obj. 3, resp. )

Question 97
Of the preservation of the individual in the privative state

Whether in the state of innocence man would have been inn-

f

cartel ?

Augustine says, n God made : an»s soul of a powerful nature,
that from its fulness of beatitude, there redounds to the body
a fulness of health,

1th the vigor of incorruption.

Thomas says nan was imortal before sin the soul was most

properly endowed at the beginni • with the power of preserving the

body in a

anner surpassing the capacity of corporeal nature.

( a. 1, c., resp. )
Whether in the state of innocence van had the need of food ?
Augustine says n How could nan have an Iwortal body, which

was sustained by food ? Since immortality neither needs-food nor
drink. n
Thomas says the immortality of the primitive state was based

on a s- ernatural force in the soul and not on any intrinsic dis
position of the body and to- prevent the entire consumption of the

humor .van ws obliged to take food.
The primitive van clearly needed food for in a sense the soul

has vepetv tive functions though after resurrection we will not

need Pood.
( a. 3, ad 3m. )
hhether in the state of innocence aan would have acquired

immortality by the tree of life ?
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Augustine says, " A taste of the tree of life warded off

corruption of- the ' ody; and even after sin nan would have remain
ed immortal, had he boon allowed to eat of the tree of life* Kan

had food to appease his hunger, drink to slake his thirst; and
the tree of life warded off all bodily corruption.
Thomas says that the tree of life was in a certain degree

the cause of immortality but not absolutely. It merely warded off
all todil

corruption.

Thus itiis clear that God is the cause of immortality and

the tree ©f life and its fruit would not have given or imparted

immortality

o the eater.

( a. 4, c.» resp. )

Question 9$

Of the preservation of the species
Hi ether in the state of innocence there would have been gen
eration or corruption ?

Augustine says, n We must be far from susposing that off

spring could not be begotten without concupiscence. All- the bodily

members would have been equally moved by the -.rill, without ardent
or wanton incentive, with the crimes of body and soul. Our
firs

parents did not core together in the garden of paradise,

because on account of to sin they were ejected from paradise short

ly after ti e corruption of wus$h. In that state of innocence

inter

course would have been without prejudice to virginal integrity,

this -would have remained intact, as it does in menses. n
Thomas says it is clear that generation by coition Is natural

to man by reason of his animal life which he possessed even before
sin just as it is natural to,other perfect animals, as the cor
poreal members make it clear.
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It is clear that generation by coition is natural to man

so that in the s -ate of innocence there would have been generation
by coition,

( a. 2, c., ad km, reap. )

Question 99
tf the condition of the offspring as to the body

VJhether in the state of innocence children would have had
perfect strength•of body as to the use of its nenebers immediately

after birth ?
Augustine says, T:! This wealcness of body befits the weakness

of mind. God made man right, which rightness consists in the per
fect subjection of the body to the soul. ”
Thomas says we must conclude that children would not have had

sufficient strength for the use of their limbs for the purpose
of performing every kind of act.
It is clear that children would not have had the use of their

members in. sdisfoly after birth.
( a. 1, obj. 1, c., reap. }

Question 100
f the condition of the offspring as regards righteosness

Whether in the state of innocence children would have been
born confirmed in righteousness ?
Augustine says, ” Happy would have been the whole human race
if neither they - t at is our first parents - had coamitted any

evil to be transmitted to their descendants, nor arg of their
race had committed any sin for which they would have been conden: ed. '
Thomas says that It is clear that children would have been

lai

not confirmed in righteousness

It is clear that in the state of innocence children mould
not have been confirmed in righteousness.

( a. 2, c., resp. )
Question 162
Of man’s abode, uhich is paradise

Wether paradise is a corporeal place ?
Augustine says, ’* Three general opinions prevail about par

adise* Some understand a place merely corporeal, others a place
entirely spiritual; Wile others viiosc opinion I confess, please
me, hold t at paradise was both spiritual and corporeal* It is
probable that run has no idea vhere paradise was. The plants were
not actually produced on the third day, but in their seminal vir
tues, whereas after the works of the six da s the plants were act
'd ally produced •

Thomas says ve must hold to the Scriptures and says that It
was fitting that God should place the earthly paradise in the

-•>

east*

We can have our opinion about this but whatever the Scriptures
hole ve have to hold to. We can hold this as long as ve hold it to

be a spiritual place.
( a. 1, c., ad 2ia, ad 5® , resp. )

Whether paradise was a place adapted to the abode of men ?

Augustine says, " God rules corporeal creatures through
spiritual creatures. "
Thomas says it is clear that paradise was most fit to be the

duelling place for man, and in keeping with his original state
of immortality.

be can hold this as long as it is a spiritual place and
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this is in beeping with the original state of immortality.

{ a. 2, ad In. }

Hhetber man was placed in paradise to dress it or keep it ?
Augustine says, ” These tzords of Genesis any be understood
in

■, First that God planted men in par

c

. . that He Him

self might work in man and keep him sanctifying him and by keep
ing nan from all corruption and evil, secondly' that man might

dross and

eep paradise. n

Thomas says paradise was ordered to nan’s benefit, and not

conversely thus nan Ml made to enjoy paradise and he may again

been placed there to dress and keep it.
This may be taken in two ways. He may and He may have not

placed ma

there to dress and keep it.

( a. 3, c., resp. )
Question 103
Of the government of things in general

Wether all thin s are subject to the divine will ?
Augustine says, n Hot only heaven aid earth, not oily man

and angel but even the lowest of the lowest animals hath God en

dowed with every fittin detail of their nature. n

Thomas says wherefore as there can be nothing that is not
ordered to the divine government as its end, it is impossible for

anything to escape from the divine govern nt.
All things are subject to the divine government and it is

impossible fro anything to escape the controlling hand of the
divine goverment.

( a. 5, c., resp. }
The tier all things are-immediately governed by God ?

Augustine says, ” As the lower and grosser bodies are ruled
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in a certain orderly vay by the foodies of greater subtlity and

the sinful and unfaithful spirit is ruled by the good and just

spirit of life, and this spirit is God Himself. n
Thonas says as to the design of goveranent God rules all
Av
things immediately; xiiereas in its execution, He governs some things
by means of others, God has the design of the government of all
things even of the beast.

It is inevitable that all things are ruled by Cod immediately.
{ a. 6, c., reap. )

bhether anything can happen outside the order of the divine
government ?
Augustine says, n To t e order of the divine providence

not ing in the trorld happens by chance. n

Thomas says it is possible for an effect to result outside

the order of sone particular cause but not outside the order of

universal causes.

■Hence God is the first universal cause of all being and it
is impossible for anything to occur outside the order of divine
government.

( a. 7, ad 2m. }
Question 104

The special effects of the divine government
*•
Whether creatures need to be kept in -being by God ?

Augustine says, n If the ruling paver of God were withdraw
from His creatures, the nature vould at once cease and all nature
t

*

mould collapse. Kan is enlightened by the presence of God, and in
His absence returns at once to darkness
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Thomas says both faith and reason bind us to say that

creature in being by God. The being of every creature depends

on God, so that not for a moment could it subsist, but would
fall into nothingness were it not kept in being by the operation

of t' e divine power.
ixence all being are kept in existence by God.
( a. 1, c., resp. }

Wether God can annihilate anything ?
Augustine says, n God is not the cause of anything tending

to non-existence, because God is good we exist.
Thoaas says after things have teen made, he is free not to

continue t' sir existence; and thus they would cease to 'exist; and

that would be to annihilate '.her;.
God only can annihilate things.

( a, 3, obj. 1, obj. 2, resp. }

Question 105
Of the change of creatures by God

Wether God can do anything outside the established order
of nature •

/

Augustine says, n God the maker and creator of each nature,

does nothing against nature. God sometimes does tilings which arc

contrary to the ordinary course of nature. n

Thoaas says since the order of nature is given to things by
Gos; if He does anything outside this order it is not against

nature. God can do something outside the order created by Him.

God can do anything outside the established order of things
and of the nature of things.
( a. 6, obj. 1, c., reap. )
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Wether whatever God does outside the natural order of
tilings is miraculous ?

Augustine says, n Were God does anything against the or
der of nature which we know and are accustomed to observe, ve

call it a miracle. 7’

Thomas says those things which God does outside those cause
vo

o^' are called miracles.

miracles fall into two classes and thus anything that happens

outside the ordinary order of things are called miracles.
( a. 7, c., res . )

Wether one miracle is greater than anothc • ?
Augustine says, n In the miraculous deeds, the Wole measure
of u:e deed is the power of the doer. ?
Thomas says a thing is called a miracle a miracle by the .

comparasion with the pover of nature vhich it surpasses, so by the
pouer of nature that is surpassed, the greater is the miracle.

Thus it is clear that one miraol. can
othe

passeu.

x

**

{ a. $, obj. 1, resp. }
Question 106

Hov one creature moves another
Wether one angel enlightens another ?

Augustine says, n The rational mind is informed by God

alone, idthout created intervention. n
Thomas says the rational mind is informed by God alone.

For the created mind is always consideres informed, except it
adeheres to the first truth; while other kinds of enlightenment

that proceeds from man or angels, are, as it were, dispositions
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to the ultimate f -w.

ne arasl enlightens another.

It is clear that the angels can enlighten each other.
{ a. 1, obj. 3, ad 3m. )

Question 10$
Of t’ e angelic degrees of hierarchies and orders

Whether all the angels are of one hierarchy ?
Augustine says, * •‘'There are two cities, that is, tiro socities,

one of the good an els and men, and the ot! er of the wicked, n

Thomas says, those that can not be governed in the same way
by a prince belong to different principalities. There must be a
distinction between the human and angelic hierarchy.

The angels are not all of the same hierarchy, Thomas mentions
three arr-elic hierarchies in. addition,

( a. 1, c., resp. )

■Whether the grades of the orders are properly assigned ?

Augustine says, ;f Bodies are rued in a certain order; the
Inferiors by the superiors; and all of them by the spiritual

creator ;s, and the bad spirits by the good spirits, n
J**
Thomas says and gives the different opinions. He says this
order is reasonable#

The grades of orders are fittingly assigned#
( a. 6, c., resp. )

IP ether men are taken up into the angelic orders ?

Augustine says, n T ere will not be two socities of wen an

angels but only one; because the beattitude of all is clear to
God alone. 51

Thor.as says that as regards the grafe of nature men can

be assumed into

e angelic orddr.

It is safe to assume that men will be assumed into the an-
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gelie order.

( a. 0, c., resp. )

Cues t ion 109
The ordering of the bad angels

Whether there are orders among the demons ?
Augustine says, " For order belongs to the good and dis

order belongs to evil. ”

Thomas says the contrary and that there is order among the
donee s. God can exist without evil; whereas evil can rot exist

wr hout rood.

There must fee oreder among the demons for they need a
leader.

( a. 9, obj. 1, ad lm. )
Whether the good angels have precedence over1 the bad angels ?

Augustine says, R The treacherous and sinful spirit of life
is ruled by the rational, pious and just spirit of life. "

TIioiaas says those creatures which are the more perfect and
nearer to God, have the power to act or others, therefore the

•ood angels have precedence over the bad, and these are ruled

by them.
It is clear that the angels have precedence over the bad
•
r’
in any order.
( a. 4, c., rcsp. }

♦

Question 110
How the angels act on bodies

Wether the corporeal creature is goverened by the angels ?
Augustine says, n All * bodies
are ruled by the rational
•
spirit of life. n
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Thomas so. s if is generally found both in h man affairs ar.
natural things that pas&icular power is governed by the univer

sal power.
2111 corporeal things are ruled by the angels
hether corporeal witter obeys the mere will of the angels ?

Augustine says, " It is not to be thought, that the visible
matt r ol.-oys these rebel enrols; for it obeys God done. Thomas says every informing of matter is either immediately

from Cod or from some corporeal agent; but not immediately
from an angel.

Corporeal matter obeys God alone

( a. 2, c., reap. }
Whether bodies obey the angels as regards local motion ?
Augustin; says, ” Angels use corporeal seed to produce

certain effects.
Thomas says corporeal nature has a natural aptitude to be
moved immediately by : he spiritual nature as reagards place.
1

The angels can move bodies as regards local notion.

( a. 3, c., resp. )
Uhother angels can work miracles ?
Augustine says, n The magicians •..•or? miracles by private

contr cts, good Christians by signs

of

u; lie justice. That

it is not absurd to believe that all things we see happen may
be brought about by the lover powers that dwell in our atmos
phere. '■

Thomas says God alone can work miracles.
{ a. 4, obj. 2, obj. 3, resp. }

Question 111

'

i

The action of angels on nan
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Whether an angel can change man*s imagination ?
Augustine says, ’’ One spirit by intermingling tith another
can communicate his knowledge to the other spirit by these im

ages, so that the latter oithe: understands it himself, or acc
epts it as understood by t’ e other. -

Thomas says that angels and men can move the trill by way
of persuasion. The angels being able to rouse the passions,

can no e the trill, nt by necessity, for the trill ever remains
free to consul it, or to resist passion.

Thus

;e an els can change the til. of nan by moving it.

( a. 3, obj. 3, resp. )

Question 113

Of the guardainship of the good angels
"bother angels ore appointed to the guardainship of all
men ?
Augustine says,

Infidels though at times perform good

works, do not perform the till, for they do not have the right
intention. ”

/•>.,

Thomas says an angel is assigned to each .an in this life.

’ hen he arrives at the end of life he has, no longer a guard-

ain angel; but in the kingdom of heaven he till have an angel
to reigri with him, In hell a demon to p nish him.

It is evident that an angel is appointed to the guard

ainship of all.

I a. 4, obj. 3, resp. )
Question 114
Of the assaults of the demons
*
Whether demons can lead men astray by means of real mir-
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acles ?
Augustine says, " I can not believe that the human body

can receive the limb of a beast by means of a demons’ acts or
powers. Often by means of the magic art sir acles are wrought
li e those which are wrought by the servants of God. The ’tor':

of Anti-Christ may be called lying vronders, either because he
will deceive sen’s senses by means of phantoms, so that he will
not really do what he seems to do; or because, if he works

real pr ■' i'-ies, they will lead these into falsehood who believe

in him. T*
Thomas says as Augustine says when the demons do what

these holy men seem to do, they do it for theic own glory and
latter for the glory of God.
The demons can not work miracles for God alone can work
a miracle, they merely perform deception..

( a. 4, obj. 2, c., ad Is, ad 3, resp. )

'A

' t1

Question 115
Of the action of the corporeal creature

whether a body can be active
Augustine says, n There are things that are acted upon,but

do not act; such are bodies; thereis one whom

acts but is not

acted upon; this is God. There are things.both that act and are

acte

upon; these are spiritual su stances. An accident does

not extend beyond its subject. ”

Thomas says a body acts forasmuch as it is in act, on a

body forasmuch as it in actuality.

It is clear that bodies not only act

but are also active.

( a. 1, obj. 1, obj. 5, resp. 5

Whether there are any seminal virtues in corporeal matter ?

Ill
Augustine says, ” Demons produce certain results by em
ploying vith hidden movement certain seeds which they know to

exist in . alter. There are said to be certain casual virtues
■which seen to suffice for the production of things. Gf all the

things which are generated in a corporeal and visible fashion,
certain seeds lie hidden in the corporeal things of this world.”

Thomas says there are seminal virtues in corporeal natter.
Thus it is clear that there are seminal virtues in cor-

por oal matter.
( a. 2, obj. 2, obj. 4, resp. )
Whether the heavenly bodies are the cause of what is pro

duced in the bodies here below ?
Augustine says, ” Nothing is more corporeal than sex.
Bodies of a grosser and inferior nature are rulod in a certain

order by those of a more subtle and powerful nature. ”
Thomas says the movement of tho bodies here below, which
are various and multiform, must be referred to the movement of

the heavenly bodies as their causes.

Thus it has been clearly shown that the movement of the
heavenly bodies are the cause of the movements of the bodies
here below.
( a. 3, c., resp. )

Whether heavenly bodies can act on tho demons ?
Augustine says, n The agent io superior to the patient;
namely that on earth man fabricates certain powers useful in
producing certain effects on the stars. The demons are enticed

through various kinds of stones not as an animal is enticed

by food, but as a spirit by signs; that is to say, forasmuch
as these things are Offered to them in token of the honor due
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to God, of vhi.ch they are covetous, tf
Thomas says it is clear that they are subject to the act

ion of heaven!' bodies neither essentially nor accidentally,
neither directly or indirectly.
It is clearly evident that the heavenly bodies can act on

-£ions. Heavenly bodies are sup.

| of the

lover ref ion and thus the demons are subject to heavenly bod

ies.

( a. 5, c., resp. }
Question 116
On fate

Whether there be such a thins as fate ?

Augustine says, " Whatever happens by fate is n t forseen
due to the r.-ord fate is understood to be derived from the

vord fari vhieh means to speak} as though things vero said to
happen by fate, vhieh are foro-sp ikon by one vho decries them
to happen. We can admit the existence of fate, ”
Thomas says the ordering of human action, the principle

of which is the rn.ll, must be ascribed to God alone thus ve
can admit the axis'ence of fate.

Fate exists and this can not be doubted or ascribed to
chance.

( a. 1, obj. 2, c., reap, )
Whether fate is in created things

Augustine says, n The divine will or power is called fate. "
Thomas says fate is in the created causes themselves, as

ordered by God to the production of their causes and effects.
Thus it is seen there is fate in created things.
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{ a. 2, obj. 1, reap. }
Whether all things are subject to fate

Augustine says, ■’ Fate is something .real, as referred to
the divine intel.ect and power. The divine will is the cause

■of all things that happen. !!
Thomas says fate is to be referred to the divine will

and power as to its first principle. Whatever is subject to
moral causes is subject to fate. Those that do not proceed
from unchangeable created causes are not subject to fate.
All things are subject to moral causes which are subject

to fate while those t at proceed from changeable created
causes are not.
( a. 4, obj. 2, ad 2s. )

Question 117
Of things pertaining to the actions of man
Whether man can teach the enrols ?
Augustine says, t? This mystery was hidden from men, but

not from the Church in heaven, vhic is contained in the priri-

princir .lities and powers who kow it from all ages, but not be
fore all ages; because the church was at one tx e was at fir t
there, where after the resurrection the church composed of men

will be gathered. 0
Thomas says men ca never enlighten the angels concerning

divine things but they can mica© known to them the thoughts of
their hearts, by means of their speech.

Ken can r. ver teach the angels anything.

( a. 2, ad In. )
Whether man can by the poxzer of his cowl change corpor
eal natter ?
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Augustine says, n Corporeal natter obeys God alone. n
Thomas says that corporeal matter is not changed to form
save either by some agent composed of matter or by God Himself

in Whom both mind and natter pre-exist virtually as in the pri

mordial cause of both.
dan by the power of his soul can not change corporeal

matter.
( a. 3, c., reap. }

Whether the separate human soul can move bodies at least
locally ?
Augustine says, " The- demons often pretend to bo the souls

of the dead, in order to confirm the error of heathen superstit
ion. ”
Thomas says the asperate soul can not by its

er move a body. Therefore

atural poth

thin the limits of its natural

power can not command the obedience of a body.
The separate human soul cannot move bodies locally.

( a. 4, ad 2m. )
Question 119

/

Ctf the provocation of man as to the body
Whether some part of food is changed into true human
nature ?
Augustine says, n The bodily food when corrupted, that is,

having lost its form, is changed into the texture of the mem
bers. n
Thomas oa s that belongs to the true nature of anything

which enters into the texture of the members.
It is true that some of the food is changed into the true
uro.
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( a. 1, c., resp. )

Whether the semen is produced from the surplus food ?

\

Augustine says, n We were in Adam not only by seminal vir

tuef but also in the very substance of the body* n
Thomas differs with Augustine and says those words of

Augustine are not to be understood as though the immediate sem
inal from which the individual was dormed were actually in
Ada - as a principle. For even the corporeal matter which is

supplied by the mother and -which he calls the corporeal sub
stance, is originally derived from Adam; and likewise the act

ive seminal power of the father, which is the immediate sem

inal virtue in man.

Semen is the results of food being digested in the body.

( a. 2, ad Am, rosp. )

■
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